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Norway joined black-painted
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LOUISVILLE — Democratic
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Hubbards' campaigns
highlight state ballot
Hubbard and his wife, Democratic
congressional candidate Carol
Hubbard.
Carroll Hubbard seeks the
Democratic nomination for a 10th
term from the 1st District in western Kentucky. He has two opponents who aim to capitalize on the
152 overdrafts he wrote on the
House bank.
He also has drawn fire because
his wife is running in the 5th District at the eastern end of the state,
and has raised more than $233,571
with his help.
"They think they can come into
the mountains of eastern Kentucky
with a suitcase full of clothes under
one arm and a suitcase full of
Washington special-interest money
under the other and expect to buy
this congressional seat," said one
of her seven primary opponents,
Bobby Rowe, a lawyer from
Prestonsburg.
The redrawn district would have
pitted two incumbents against each
other, but Democrat Chris Perkins
retired rather than try to explain the
514 overdrafts he wrote at the

Husband-and-wife campaigns for
Congress highlight Kentucky's
primary ballot today, while two
Arkansas congressmen face challenges over bad checks, and
divided Republicans in Idaho fight
for a U.S. Senate nomination.
Senate races also are on the ballot in Kentut.i..y and Arkansas,
where three-term Democratic
incumbents Wendell Ford and Dale
Bumpers are expected to win reelection easily. Ford has no primary opposition, while Bumpers is
heavily favored over state Auditor
Julia Hughes Jones.
Ford will face the winner of a
GOP contest among State Sen.
David Williams, Phillip Thompson,
a former executive director of the
state party, and anti-abortion activist Denny Ormerod.
Bumpers' opponent in November
will be either the Rev. Mike Huckabee, a former Baptist State Convention leader or Dr. David Busby,
a physician from Alma.
Kentucky's liveliest races
involve Democratic Rep. Carroll (Cool'd on page 2)
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Slow going at the polls

CANDY MATHERIS/Leder & Times photo

Joan Leberman and Desiree McGehee, election officers for Calloway's District 1, wait for
voters to cast
their ballots in today's primary elections. The officers reported few voters at the polls during
the morning.

Russia reveals Communist Party's past role in terrorism
By ALAN COOPERMAN

STATE

'jer & Times

Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW — The Soviet Union
supplied arms to Palestinian terrorists for attacks on U.S. and Israeli
targets in the 1970s, according to
documents newly released by the

government of Russian President
Boris N. Yeltsin.
On the eve of today's court hearing on the legality of his ban on the
Communist Party, Yeltsin began to
release the contents of a secret
"special dossier."
Among the first documents

released are papers detailing the
promotion of terrorism by the
Communist rulers of the former
Soviet Union during the waning
decades of the Cold War.
Western governments often
accused the Soviet Union of backing international terrorism in the

1970s and '80s, but internal documents proving high-level involvement by the Communist Party had
not previously been made public.
Russia's Constitutional Court
today announced it would consider
the legality of Yeltsin's 1991
decrees liquidating the Communist

Party and nationalizing its property. The court also said it would
examine whether the party was
ever legal to begin with.
The court also said that Mikhail
S. Gorbachev, the party's last leader, should represent the plaintiffs
seeking to overturn the ban.

Court says Congress may let states tax mail-order sales
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court today cleared the
way for Congress, if it chooses, to
let states tax mail-order sales. The
ruling could have an enormous
impact on American business, state
treasuries and millions of
CODSIIITICTS.

In a case from North Dakota, the
court said states may. with congressional approval, force out-of-

state catalog companies to collect
the taxes — sales or use taxes —
that their in-state customers owe on
mail-order purchases.
The high court in 1967 banned
states from imposing tax-collection
obligations on businesses that have
no physical presence within their
borders.
The ruling 25 years ago said that
imposing such obligations would

violate out-of-state companies'
due-process rights and interfere
unduly with interstate commerce.
Although states have always
been legally able to tax consumers
for mail-order purchases, they have
no means of enforcing such laws if
they cannot collect the taxes from
the merchants.
Today, the court unanimously
reversed that part of its 1967 deci-

(Cont'd on page 3)

commerce problem is posed by
states requiring mail-order companies to collect the taxes.
Today's decision still bars states
from collecting taxes on mail-order
sales but leaves Congress free to
lift that prohibition.
Mail-order sales reportedly are
more than S200 billion a year, an
estimated fourth of all retail sales
nationally.

Memorial Day allows
wide interpretations

Task force
seeks input
from public
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Members of the governor's task
force on health-care reform say
they have heard plenty from medical and insurance providers and all
too little from average citizens at
public forums held across the state.
The 10th of the 15 forums is
tonight in Lexington.
"I'm as interested in hearing
horror stories from people who
can't get health care as I am in
hearing from doctors about what a
pain it is to do insurance forms,"
said Elizabeth Owen, a Lexington
member of the Governor's Task
Force on Health Care Access and
Affordability.
"The consumers need to be out
there, but we're getting only a limited amount from them," said
Owen, a registered nurse.
The forums — free and open to
the public — are being conducted
statewide to gather information that
might be used in drafting medical
reform legislation for a special session of the Kentucky General
Assembly, expected in November.
State officials have used public
service announcements arid other
promotions to encourage people to
attend the forums and comment on
health needs.
"I wish the providers would
kind of back off, and I'd like to
hear more from real Kentuckians
about what's going on with health
care," said James S. Judy, a task
force member from Louisville.
"I've been disappointed in that
aspect. I don't want to hear canned
speeches from associations. I want
to hear from the people who have
real horror stories about what has

sion that said such tax-collection
obligations violate due-process
rights.
But by an 8-1 vote, the court
said imposing such obligations —
without congressional approval —
still interferes unduly with interstate commerce.
Justice Byron R. White voted to
overturn completely the 1967 decision by ruling that no interstate-

By ARLENE LEVINSON
Associated
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Scotty Alderdict. 12, gave Courtney Williams, 7, some mowing advice
during Monday afternoon's Memorial Day holiday

Pre1111 Wrfter

Memorial Day was invented in
1866 by a druggist to honor Civil
War dead. But in a country this
vast, it probably was inevitable that
even so hallowed a holiday would
be open to interpretation after 126
years.
In Syracuse, N.Y., for instance,
veterans who fought for Germany
gathered at the grave of Ouo Senf,
who died last week at age 96. Senf
was a founding member in 1935 of
the Association of German Veterans of Onondaga County.
"If your country calls you, you
do your duty," said Alois "Alex"
Engler, 63, a hair stylist and radio
announcer in North Syracuse. "We
were young ... and you want to do
something for your country. You
want to be a hero."
Each Memorial Day, the group
meets at the grave of the last veteran who died. Only 27 members
remain from a peak of 120 in the
1%0s.
A traditional observance in New
Castle, Pa., went wrong Monday
when a limousine joining a parade
injured 13 people, at least two critically, when it lurched onto a
crowded sidewalk.
- The 70-year-old driver and six
other elderly people were hospitalized, officials said.
A separate parade accident killed
78-year-old newspaperman Joseph
Lawrence Boyle in Jim Thorpe,
Pa., when the float he was riding
on broke loose and crashed into a
MCC.
The memory of William Buckley, the CIA station chief in Beirut
slain by Shiite Muslim kidnappers,
was saluted by his hometown of
Stoneham, Mass. Hundreds showed
up at the Buckley monument in the
Boston suburb's town square.

"I have a lot of mixed emotions," said one of Buckley's sisters, Maureen Moroney. of Salem.
"I'm glad Bill is being remembered in this way ... I'm very proud
of Bill and proud of the town."
(Cont'd on page 2)

Weekend fires, wrecks
keep local agencies
busy during holiday
An assault arrest, two personal injury accidents and two fires
were among the activity
reported to local law enforcement and fire officials over the
Memorial Day weekend.
The Murray Police Department arrested a woman Sunday
at 10 p.m. on a warrant following an assault at 1709-A Wells
St. Ext.
Murray Police reports said
five people were injured in a
two-car personal injury accident
Friday at 11:10 p.m. at the
intersection of 12th and Main
Streets.
The Calloway County Sheriffs Department reported three
people were injured in a onevehicle personal injury accident
Sunday at 4:24 a.m. on Ky. 280
four miles from Murray.
In addition to responding to
the personal injury accidents,
reports said the Murray Fire
Deparurieni responded to a fire
"of suspicious nature" Sunday at
11:51 p.m. which began In a
child's bedroom at 114 Ash St.
Firemen were also called to
1705 Fanner Monday at 6:29
p.m. to extinguish a grease fire.
The Kentucky State Police
reported no area activity during
the holiday weekend.
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Native tribes seek voice in summit
By KEN SILVERSTEIN
Aserestalad Press WAN,
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil —
Blond, blue-eyed Samis from Norway )(Ailed black-painted Amazonian Kayapos at a world meeting of
native peoples seeking a bigger say
in the future of the environment.
About 200 aborigines from five
continents attended Monday's
opening ceremony of the weeklong
huertribal Conference, held a week
before the start of the United
Nations-sponsored Earth Summit.
"We are united. We come from
different tribes, but we are of one
blood," said Ciber, a Tucano
Indian from the remote western
Amazon, 3,600 miles northwest of
Rio.
Maurice Strong, chief U.N. organizer for the June 3-14 U.N. Conference on the Environment and
Development, attended the opening
session and smoked a peace pipe.
The two events are not connected, but Strong, whose dark sui
and tie stood out against a sea o
colorful native dress, told the ses
sion: "The message you are gener

sung is important for all world
leaders, and we will do our best to
ensure that they listen."
Native delegates are to share the
conclusions of their meeting in a
declaration called the Earth
Charter.
"The Europeans conquered, took
what they needed and destroyed the
environment," said James Enote, a
Zuni Indian from New Mexico.
"Now, everyone is looking to us
for answers."
Enote heads a land management
plan financed by a $50 million setdement the Zunis won from the
U.S. government. He said he would
discuss plans with other tribes —
"We need to discuss what is
appropriate development and
appropriate technology. You can't
have an economy if your environment collapses."
The issue of recognition of intellectual property rights for native
cultures — patents for Indian
knowledge — will be debated.
"The North wants to exploit the
South and gain its resources as
cheaply as possible," said Yaluritja, a representative of Australia's

aborigines. "Indigenous people
have always lived on the land correctly, and that's what industrialized countries have to learn."
Indian women will discuss the
impact of white society's maledominated culture on native
traditions.
The aborigines opened with a
ritual blessing of the village built
especially for the conference on
rolling green meadows 30 miles
west of downtown Rio.
Money problems kept the village
from being ready in time. Canvas
tarpaulins covered unfinished
thatch buildings.
Conference organizer Marcos
Terena, a Brazilian Indian, complained that environmental groups
siphoned off money meant for
Indians.
In the end, the conference hinged
on last-minute contributions from
Canada, the Netherlands and other
countries.
Terena said one conference goal
is recogition of native Indians as
environmental consultants and stewards of a special U.N. conservation fund.
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Memorial Day...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Islamic Jihad claimed it killed
the 57-year-old Buckley on Oct. 4,
1985, to avenge an Israeli air raid
on Palestine Liberation Organization headquarters in Tunis. American hostages later said Buckley
died of torture months earlier.
Killeen, Texas, used the day to
remember victims of the nation's
worst mass shooting. The town
dedicated a red bronze monument
listing the names of the 23 people
who died at Luby's Cafeteria in
October.
While most of the country on
Monday honored those who died in
America's wars, veterans in Jackson, Miss., honored 35 Dutch and
Javanese pilots who died during
training there during World War II.
"They were a crazy lot," said
Malcolm Wetzel, 85, of Jackson, a
World War II veteran who coordinated the 50th annual Memorial
Day ceremony.
"Two were flying in training
and thought it would be fun to fly
under the Mississippi River Bridge
at Vicksburg," Wetzel said. "They
didn't make it."
Hewing more to the intention of
Waterloo, N.Y., druggist, Henry C.
Welles, who conceived of Memorial Day, Houston National Cemet-
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The other Memorial Day tradition, celebrating the start of the
easy season, was chilled out in
many parts of the country by bad
weather.
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ACCIDENT SENDS THREE TO HOSPITAL
An aocident Sunday at 424 a.m. tour miles from Murray on Ky. 280 sent a
car's driver and two passengers to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
According to reports from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Jesse
Arent, 16, Rt. 1, Hazel, was driving • 1980 Buick Century east on Ky 280.
At the four-mile marker, Arant's car exited the left side of the road and
traveled approximately 84 feet before hitting a culvert and flipping. Arent
and WO passengers, Rob Binford, 16, Rt. 5, Murray and Jason Cummings,
15, Rt. 7, Murray, wIllfe all transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
MAIN STREET WRECK INJURES FIVE PEOPLE
Five people were injured in • two-car accident Friday at 1 1 I0 p.m. at the
intersection of 12th and Main Streets. Murray Police Department reports
said Bryan M. Fischer, 21, 129 Euclid Ave., Evansville, Ind., who was driving a 1983 Ford Ranger, stated he was northbound on Hwy. 641 approaching the Hwy. 94 intersection. After the light changed to green, he stated he
entered the intersection and suddenly saw a red truck causing him to hit his
brakes and hit the passenger door of a 1987 Ford driven by Vernon J. Warner, 20, 1504 Clayshire Drive, Murray. Warner stated he was eastbound on
Ky. 94, and thinking the light was green, he proceeded. Transported to the
hospital were Warner, Fischer, and three passengers, April D. Duncan,
Nicole W. Maxlow and Chad W. Faith,
MURRAY FIREMEN ANSWER SUNDAY CALL
The Murray Fire Department responded to a fire at a house trailer owned by
Linda Jones at 114 Ash St. Sunday at 11:51 p.m. Reports said a fire of
suspicious nature began in a child's bedroom. The fire had been extinguished when firefighters arrived. Murray Police Department reports said
someone had broken the window at the liar of the trailer and apparently
dropped something already burning through it which landed on a table causing papers and paneling to become ignited The Murray Police Department
is continuing their investigation.
FIREMEN CALLED TO GREASE FIRE
The Murray Fire Department was called to 1705 Farmer St. Monday at 629
p m. after a grease fire was reported. Reports said a woman put some
grease in a pan on a stove to be heated and left it unattended. When she
came back, a fire had started in the house. The house sustained major
damage.
FIREMEN INVESTIGATE SMOKE'S ORIGIN
The Murray Fire Department responded to the intersection of 16th and
Chestnut Streets Friday at 1:41 p.m. where smoke was reported to be coming from Murray Ouik Lube. Reports said when firefirefighters arrived, it was
discovered that someone had put transmission fluid in his engine to clean it
which generated smoke,

Hubbards'campaigns...
(Cont'd from page 1)
House bank totaling $565,651.
GOP Rep. Hal Rogers is unopposed for the GOP nomination.
Kentucky has no law requiring
candidates to live in their congressional district.
In Arkansas, two long-time
Democratic congressmen are trying
to fend off an anti-incumbent mood
fueled by disclosures that they
wrote bad checks at the now-defunt
House bank.
Beryl Anthony Jr., first elected
in 1978 and a member of the Ways
and Means Committee, wrote 109
overdrafts. He is being challenged
by Bill McCuen, the secretary of
state who rides a motorcycle and
has handed out "Bounce Beryl"
bumper stickers. His television
advertisements accused Anthony of
once jailing a woman over the
Christmas holidays for writing a
bad check when he was a county
prosecutor,
Bill Alexander, elected in 1968

from the impoverished Mississippi
Delta, wrote 487 checks on insufficient funds. He is opposed by
Blanche Lambert, 31, a former aide
whose low-budget campaign used
the theme song "Pretty Woman."
Her television ad showed Alexander saying he wrote no bad checks,
only to have a buzzer sound, as on
a game show when a player gives a
wrong answer,

Fiscal Court
meets Friday
There will be a special meeting
of the Calloway County Fiscal
Court on Friday, May 29, at 1 p.m.
in the office of Judge-Executive
George H. Weaks at the
courthouse.
The meeting concems the second
reading of the budget and is open
to the public.

Existing home sales slip in April
By JOHN D. MCCLAIN
Assocteled Press Writer

MYERS

LU

ery took on a patriotic look after
more than 1,000 Boy Scouts placed
American flags at each of about
30,000 grave markers this
weekend.
Among those at the cemetery on
Monday was Judy Gordon, who
placed four small flags, a bouquet
of Texas bluebonnets and a single
red rose at the marker for her
husband.
John Gordon, 46, was killed
Aug. 29, 1990, when the. transport
plane he was flying crashed soon
after takeoff in Germany. The
plane was loaded with supplies for
Persian Gulf troops.
Margaret Reiff of Independence,
Mo., laid a wreath at the base of
the pylon at the Liberty Memorial
in Kansas City in memory of her
son, Michael Dean Reiff. Serving
in the U.S. Army, he died in 1968
in Vietnam.
"There's not much grief left
after 24 years," Mrs. Reiff said.
"But there's a special feeling to
lay the wreath there on Memorial
Day."

Local News Roundup

WASHINGTON — Sales of previously owned homes slipped 0.3
percent in April, the first decline in
three months, a real estate trade
group said today. Sales increased
only in the West.
The National Association of
Realtors said sales of existing
homes totaled 3.5 million at a seasonally adjusted annual rate, down

from March when they had risen
0.6 percent to 3.51 million.
Existing home sales had
rebounded 8.4 percent in February
from a 2.7 percent decline a month
earlier.
Sales of new homes had plunged
14.8 percent in March, the biggest
drop in more than 10 years, the
Commerce Department reported
earlier, The April figures are due
next Tuesday.
Due to what analysts attributed

to abnormal weather and relatively
higher mortgage rates, housing
starts also fell in April, down 17
percent for the largest drop in eight
years.
Still, most analysts contend the
housing rebound continues,
although at a slow and sometimes
erratic pace.
The Realtors noted that sales of
previously owned homes in April
actually were 7 percent above those
of a year ago.
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News of the World
'SUPER FOODS' SAFE, REGULATORS SAY

WASHINGTON — Federal regulators believe that genetically engineered
foods don't pose new safety problems arid in most cases need not face
extra testing before going on the market, industry and government sources
say. The govemmont today was expected to announce guidelines that will
allow gene-altered foods to reach consumers without special testing unless
they contain ingredients from other products, the officials said Foods such
as a "super tomato ' that its makers claim tastes like it just carne off the vine
are waiting in the wings for approval and could be in supermarkets by next
year The guidelines were being announced by Vice President Dan Quayle,
Health and Human Services Secretary Louis Sullivan and Food and Drug
Commissioner David Kessler

PIRATES, REFUGEES WORRY BOAT OWNERS
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Like other captains of boats that bring cargo to
the capital from outlying towns, Elie Normil has hidden his sails on shore
Desperate would-be refugees and pirates who profit from their plight are
hijacking the 30- to 60-foot sailboats that bring goods, mostly charcoal and
salt, to the dilapidated docks of the capital's Cite Soleil shantytown "What
measures can you take?" asked Normil, 33, whose boat was moored at the
docks. "You are alone against 10 or 15 people." He eyed a growing crowd
on the pier. "I have had friends handcuffed and taken as hostages" by
pirates, who often lie in wait outside harbors, seize ships and convert them
into refugee vessels, said Norm& Hit hard by an international trade embargo
imposed after military men overthrew elected President Jean-Bertrand Aristide in September, Haitians have been fleeing by the tens of thousands for
the United States. Their exodus has been limited only by the number of vessels available for passage, according to human rights activists, who say
they doubt the refugee }low will be stemmed by President Bush's new directive. On Sunday, Bush said the Coast Guard will now return directly to Haiti,
the hemisphere's most impoverished nation, all boat people intercepted at
sea — without considering them for refugee status. Two Coast Guard cutters returned 510 refugees on Monday, to a Haiti where political violence
appears to be- on the rise.

YALE PREZ QUITS TO LEAD EDISON PROJECT •
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — The president of Yale University is stepping down
from the Ivy League school to join a businessman's bold and risky attempt
to create a national system of private schools, Benno C. Schmidt Jr. will be
president and chief executive officer of the Edison Project, a plan to build a
chain of 1,000 profit-making schools that its backers say will cost less to
operate than public schools and provide a better education. The project is a
venture of Whittle Communications, of Knoxville, Tenn., better known for the
controversial "Channel One" classroom news programs. Whittle announced
the project a year ago. Its goal is to open at least 100 schools by 1996, the
rest by the year 2010. The schools would provide pre-school. elementary
and secondary education.

GOP AIRING CONFLICTS OVER ABORTION
SALT LAKE CITY — The Republican Party was airing its deep internal conflicts over abortion today in a conservative state with a highly restrictive
abortion law that may be unconstitutional. GOP leaders were giving equal
time to anti-abortion and abortion-rights panels at a platform hearing on
family issues, although they were expected to sustain the party's call for a
constitutional amendment banning abortion. "They're adamant that the platform plank will remain the same," said Mary Dent Crisp, chairman of the
National Republican Coalition for Choice. But she added: "Party loyalty
does not demand capitulation." Crisp's grass-roots group and a political
action committee called Republicans for Choice are mounting an elaborate
campaign this year to change not only their .party's platform but also its
image as an anti-abortion monolith.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA SEEKS STATEHOOD
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — A proposal to make Northern California the 51st
state goes before voters next week, delighting the disgruntled taxpayers,
state-bashers and secessionists who resurrected the 19th century movement. While purely advisory, the ballot measure next Tuesday reflects a
growing sentiment fueled by worries about crowds and crime in Southern
California. "I think there's a feeling that the state is too large and dysfunctional," said Jim Chapman of Susanville in Lassen County. "People are saying,'Gee, I don't want to be part of that.— The riots in Los Angeles after the
April 29 acquittals of four white officers in the beating of black motorist Rodney King "may strengthen that kind of feeling and drive people to support
this," he added.

WOMAN CRUSADES AGAINST SUPER DAM
NEW DELHI. India — Medha Patkar has a crusade: to save the homes of a
million peasants from being submerged by the world's largest dam project.
For five years, she has traveled the plains along the Narmada River, living
in mud huts, making friends of tribespeople and enemies of politicians and
industrialists. Patkar, 37, fights her battle with the social conscience of
Ralph Nader and the missionary zeal of Mother Teresa. Her speeches are
fiery, and last month, she refused a $60,000 prize because it was awarded
to her personally, not to her Save Narmada Movement. What she insists
upon is that the government put the greatest emphasis on the welfare of of
people who live near the river, not on the country's need for hydroelectric
power and irrigation.

AWACS JOIN BOLIVIA'S WAR ON COCAINE
CHAPARE, Bolivia — Drug traffickers trying to fly out more than 400 pounds
of cocaine were forced down and fled into the jungle. Bolivia's war on drugs
has become airborne, particularly since the arrival of two American AWACs
radar planes that monitor air traffic in the Chapare, Beni and Santa Cruz
regions, source of one-third of the world's cocaine. Because of successes
against the drug trade in Bolivia, the country's main trafficking networks
have been taken over by Colombians and the result has been increasing
violence, say officials of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration. A year
ago, few armed traffickers were in the Chapare, a tropical region the size of
Delaware and New Jersey. Now, Bolivian anti-drug police and DEA agents
report frequent encounters.

A NEW ERA STARTS FOR 'TONIGHT SHOW'

BURBANK, Calif. — Jay Leno picked up where Johnny Carson left off —
skewering Vice President Dan Quayle — but added his own distinctive
touches on his first night as host of "The Tonight Show." Leno, 42. stepped
from behind a purple curtain — not the Technicolor one favored by Carson
— smiled his trademark goofy grin and was met by thunderous applause
from the studio audience Monday night. Raising his hand for quiet, he
quipped, "Let's see how you all feel in 30 years" — a reference to Johnny
Carson's retirement Friday after 30 years as host of the late-night talk show.
New band leader Branford Marsalis unveiled a high-octane jazz-and-funk
theme song to replace the blasting, big band sound of Doc Sevennsen's
NBC Orchestra.
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Brown challenges
Clinton to debate
By STEVE BAILEY
ASSOCIS1114/ Prose WM*.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Democratic presidential candidate Jerry
Brown wants Kentucky voters to
know two things.
First, today's system of big
money politics is run by candidates
who spout rhetoric about relating to
the average American, all the while
ignoring all but those who can
make a substantial campaign
contribution.
Second, Jerry Brown wants to
change that system and he's going
to need all the voter support he can
muster to do so.
Brown was in Kentucky on Monday to do some last minute campaigning for today's primary election and to urge voters to make a
statement at the ballot box. He told
a crowd of supporters in Louisville
that there is still time for people to
band together and take their country back.
"Change will not come easy,"
he said. "It's not going to happen
until you organize, until you
march, until you really stick
together long enough to change the
process."
During his visit, Brown challenged party rival Bill Clinton to
one final debate.
Brown said the Democrats
needed to expand on the real issues
of the campaign one more time
before the primary season ends

June 2 in California.
"We need to let the people take
another look before they decide
whether this party is going forward
or is descending into history as a
party that can't get its act
together," Brown said.
As always, Brown chided the
establishment and admonished
politicians for claiming to support
ordinary Americans while their
hands stay in the pockets of the
wealthy.
"Yes, I am talking about Bill
Clinton, I am talking about a lot of
senators arid congressmen," Brown
said. "Clinton says he doesn't
favor the very rich, but the only
reason he's still in the race is
because he is pleasing to the very
rich."
Brown also condemned President
Bush and the Democratic Congress
for spending billions of dollars on
the military and foreign aid while
neglecting domestic issues such as
unemployment and health care.
Brown also got another chance
to jab the establishment, referring
to a current federal investigation
into corruption in Kentucky state
government.
"The corruption that's been
exposed in Kentucky is happening
all over the nation," he said. "In
politics, money talks."
Brown appeared with a few supporters in Lexington before departing from Bluegrass Airport Monday night,

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Taskforce...
(Coned from page 1)
happened to them."
Judy is president of the Kentucky Association of Health Care
Facilities.
Owen said if average citizens
want a say in the final plan for
reforming the health-care system,
they must speak out_
The series of forums wraps up
this week. The information
gathered will go to the state Commission on Health Care Reform
which will draft legislation. There
will be more forums in the fall so
the public can comment on the
proposed legislation.
Task force members say that
although they have heard a variety
of comments at the forums, several
health issues keep coming up.
Among them:
"Coverage for the more than
486,000 Kentuckians who have no
medical insurance. That includes
help for those who can't afford
insurance as well as those who
can't get it because of pre-existing
medical problems.
*Better access to mental health
programs.
'Expanded use of hospice programs to provide comfort for terminally ill patients, rather than continue expensive and futile medical
treatments.
'Better efforts to provide care in
areas of the state where medical
facilities are scarce.
•Possible adoption of a state
"single payer" system in which
payment of all medical insurance
claims would be funneled through
a single state agency.
But at a forum in Morehead last
week and at a few others, some

Mark Howard Has Shown
Excellence in Service & Performance

speakers have contended that little
will come of the reform effort, or
that the final reform package will
be written in advance to favor special interests.
That's not true, Owen said.
"I am a member of the task
force and the chair of a committee,
and nobody has ever told me there
is a written agenda, a written policy or any set of givens that are
going to' happen."
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Rebates
Up To

1992
Mark Howard, maintenance technician, for Murray Cable,
vision, recently received the 'ESP* award.
"The award is given each quarter recognizing the employee displaying excellence in service and performance to
our customers,' stated Burnett° Ferguson,system manager.
Howard. a graduate of Marshall County High School is
starting his 12th year with Murray Cablevision. As an 'ESP"
winner for the first quarter, Howard received a gift certificate,
a gift from the headquarters office, and a personalized
plaque.
Selection of the'ESP award is made by fellow employees
and management of the Murray office. Howard is married to
Patty, and they have one daughter, Cassie.
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Perspect we on Politics

The Browns:
Ronald, Jerry and Murphy
keeping politics interesting
By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — From Ronald the chairman to Jerry the candidate to
Murphy the issue, Browns are all over the presidential campaign. Their
success rates vary.
Chairman Brown, Ronald, of the Democratic National Committee, said
far in advance that the party would strive for an early decision on a nominee to challenge President Bush, and would keep ideological litmus tests,
the bane of earlier nominees, out of the way this time.
That much of his game plan worked. But Bill Clinton, the nominee in
waiting, hasn't been able to take full advantage of the head start, in part
because of the interest and attention claimed by independent Ross Perot.
Brown also said he'd try to persuade Democratic losers to drop from
the race once it was obvious they couldn't win, to help rally the party
around the winner.
That plan didn't succeed.
Candidate Brown, Jerry, former governor of California, can't win but
won't quit. Chairman Brown tried to get him to temper his campaign
assaults on Clinton as a likely loser, to little avail.
Indeed, candidate Brown says he intends to keep his challenge to the
establishment going beyond the presidential campaign. He hasn't figured
out how do to it, but he says there has to be a way and points to the Perot
surge as evidence of the need.
"There's an opening for new structures of participation that do not now
exist," Brown said. "Somebody's got to invent a new one. There's such a
vacuum"
The frustration is reflected in the Perot movement, Brown said,
although he added it may not withstand the scrutiny and rigors that go
with an active campaign for the White House.
On that, at least, the Democratic Browns agree.
Ronald Brown said the Perot campaign reflects "the tragedy of what's
happened in American politics."
"Voters out there are expressing a desire to support somebody they
know nothing about whatsoever," he said in Louisville, Ky., last Thursday. "That ought to give us all pause."
He added, "My own judgment is he's a little dictator."
The Clinton campaign line has been to temper criticism of Perot so as
to avoid alienating his supporters, on the theory that the Democratic ticket
may ultimately attract voters who want change.
Chairman Brown agrees with the premise, and says polls in which most
people say they do not want Bush re-elected are good news for Democrats, even if they do rank Clinton third at this point.
Fictional television character Brown, Murphy, was only a bystander
until Vice President Dan Quayle made her an issue with one line in a May
19 speech on family values, complaining about the television comedy
series that made a heroine of an unwed mother.
Quayle's speech was on "the poverty of values" and the breakdown of
the family; factors, he said, in the urban turmoil that erupted in the Los
Angeles riots.
Amid the wave of wisecracks and rebuttals to the Murphy Brown comment, Quayle said he had stirred a substantive discussion on values and
"the American people support what I'm talking about," He said that will
be an issue in the fall campaign.
"What the vice president was doing was practicing typical Republican
wedge politics," Ronald Brown said in a CBS-TV interview on Sunday.
"It was a very cynical political strategy.
"They want to hold their base," he said. "The way to hold their base
is to appeal to the right wing of the Republican Party."
Perot said the Murphy Brown flap was goofy. "Only in America would
that be a front-page story," he said.
Jerry Brown called Quayle "El Pollo Loco" (Spanish for "the crazy
chicken") for the Murphy Brown commeni "Bush wants to look good,
and sitting next to Quayle, he does," Brown said.
Brown campaigned in Clinton's Arkansas and in Kentucky for today's
presidential primaries, saying, as always, that Democrats and the whole
government are beholden to big-money interests, leaving the average
American powerless.
For example, he said at an earlier rally, look at the proposed free trade
agreement with Mexico. He said Bush and Congress wouldn't be for the
pact if they had jobs that could be moved across the border and paid onetenth of what they're getting now.
"Move the whole Congress down to Tijuana and instead of paying
them $130,000 a year we pay them $13,000, he said. "And get the same
amount of work out of them."
Fanciful, but at least the Browns are keeping it interesting.

State Editorial Roundup
The Kentucky Post:
Ask Americans what issues are of greatest concern to them, and the
issues of health care and health care reform are certain to rank near the
top.
While most Americans may not realize that the 1990 tab for health care
in the U.S. was $600 billion, a majority are very much aware of the
impact the costs have on their own pocketbooks. ...
... Perhaps even more frightening is the fact that millions of Americans
are not covered by health insurance at all, including some 700,000
Kentuckians.
As the nation wrestles with the dual problems of health care access and
affordability, a number of states have stepped boldly forward and begun
implementing plans they hope will at least begin to address these issues.
Kentucky is joining their ranks, and if the effort is anywhere near what it
was for school reform — and we are confident it will be — the Commonwealth will again emerge as a leader in solving some very complex issues.
The state's Task Force on Health Care Access and Affordability has
begun a series of public hearings to find out what Kentuckians think will
improve the health care delivery system in Kentucky.
The task force, appointed by the governor earlier this year, will conduct
15 hearings in all and will present its findings next month to the state
Commission on Health Care Reform. The commission will take the findings and draft a series of proposals for changing the current health care
system...
... Finding solutionsett health care problems won't be easy. It will
require the collective
and commitment of Kentucky's be
best hearts
es1 minds. That's why yosr participation is an important part of the prescription for curing our ailing health care system.

Vacation is giftfrom the sea
We have rented a house by the
sea. We picked it from a catalogue.
There is no time to do otherwise. If
we want A vacation at the beach,
we must page through the glossy
booklet, dial the 800 number, and
send a check right away.
"They go fast," the agent tells
us. "Most of our clients make their
arrangements a full year in
advance."
The past 12 months have left us
numb, sapped our efficiency. Serious illness and death of family
members have stunned us, slowed
us down. Unfortunately, our work
schedules never slow down, but
somehow we are fueled by the
promise of a week's vacation.
As we drive southeast, we hope
that the house we've rented sight
unseen is not just an illusion
created by a clever photographer
and snappy copy writer, a realtor's
shimmering mirage. As soon as we
unlock the door, we know it isn't.
Our house faces the Gulf of
Mexico, its entire southern half a
series of windows on the water.
There is a piano — amazingly in
tune. The antique bookcase is well-
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Locked with reading material, old not the place to
work;
beet music and song books. There write or think." We take to read,
turns play
s a stereo system and records, a ing solitaire, and
desultorily coach
tack of games and puzzles, and a one another. "That red
three can go
box of playing cards.
on the black four." "You've passed
There's even a VCR and a col- up the ace of spades
twice now."
lection of videos, including such
We are like a couple in twin
favorites as "Raiders of the Lost comas. We move from
house to
Ark," "Home Alone," and "Kinder- beach slowly, as if on the
mend
garten Cop."
from broken bones. We carry
The kitchen boasts a dishwasher, books with us, but seldom
read.
microwave, coffee bean crusher, We nap with the books over our
and a blender. All of the appliances faces. In summers past we
might
work — except the ice maker — have worked on getting a
tan, but
and there are enough thick iron- this year we are all too conscious
stone dishes that the two of us can of our own mortality and the
daneat all week without having to use ger of too much sun.
the dishwasher more than once.
At night we go out to dinner and
We remember what Anne Mor- then come home and sing songs at
row Lindbergh said in her book, the piano. We are ow-prised that we
Gift from the Sea: "The beach is know the words to so many old

favorites. We sing duets from
"Oklahoma" and imitate Gordon
McRae and Shirty Jones. We find
that singing together brings our
strength back.
It's just as Lindbergh describes
it: "At first the tired body takes
over completely. As on shipboard,
one descends into deck-chair
apathy. One is forced against one's
mind, against all tidy resolutions,
back into the primeval rhythms of
the seashore. Rollers on the beach,
wind in the pines, the slow flapping of herons across sand dunes,
drown out the hectic rhythms of
city and suburb, time tables and
schedules. One falls under their
spell, relaxes, stretches out prone.
One becomes, in fact, like the element on which one lies, flattened
by the sea; bare, open, empty as the
beach, erased by today's tides of
all yesterday's scribblings."
When people ask what we did on
St. George's Island, we'll have to
say "not much," but we count it as
one of the best vacations we've
ever had. We went away exhausted
and came back restored by our gift
from the sea.
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c0 114 WeGERS HAD JOSS AM WERE NAM, $D114E WISE OLD SRYFIED OWL WAS
144,1211, AND lie( tkll. LIVED NAM LY Ek/ER AFTER.
World Editorial Roundup
May 17; Star Tribune, Minneapolis, on the northern spoUed owl:
Reflecting on the northem spotted owl controversy, an Oregon lumberman commented that, "Common sense doesn't seem to prevail anymore."
In a way, he's right. If you look at the Northwest's forests, there seem to
be lots of trees left to log without causing serious problems. But that's the
thing about environmental issues: Contaminated water can seem pure, polluted air can seem clean and tainted food can taste great.
Just so with the Northwest's old-growth forests. Although it's not
always easy to appreciate, they're disappearing. With them would go not
just the spotted owl, but a whole ecosystem. Sadly, the Bush administration doesn't seem to give an owl's hind end what happens to those forests.
In accord with the Endangered Species Act, the Bush administration ...
grudgingly proposed stringent logging restrictions on 5.4 million acres of

Northwest forest — at a cost of 32,000 jobs. But people can adapt. whereas the owl and its forest can't. When the choice is between an endangered
species and human discomfort, the Endangered Species Act makes the
right choice: Preserve the species.
Bush makes the wrong choice. Even as the administration was announcing its plan ... to save the owl, Bush was proposing amendments to the
Endangered Species Act that would allow human need to take precedence
over species survival. The environmental president strikes again.
Congress should strike back. The Endangered Species Act is up for
renewal this year. Congress should emphatically reaffirm the wisdom of
the amendments. The spotted owl, aside from its intrinsic value, serves as
a powerful warning that Mother Nature can't any longer accommodate
gluttonous human behavior.

Perot could carry Kentucky
FRANKFORT — The Ross Perot phenomenon came to Kentucky
last week and it ought to scare the
daylights out of state Democratic
and Republican officials. National
party officials already are beginning to turn pale at what is happening across the country.
Perot flew into the capital city
Thursday morning personally to
hand over petitions required to get
his independent candidacy for president on Kentucky's November ballot. He needed 5,000 voters to sign
those petitions. He got upwards of
40,000 names, according to his
state campaign volunteers. Perot
also got an enthusiastic crowd to
greet him at the Capitol and cheer
for his candidacy.
Although Kentucky joins only a
handful of states where Perot has
been qualified for the presidential
ballot, there's no doubt in anyone's
mind he'll be successful in most, if
not all, the rest Only the day
before Perot came to Frankfort,
with no organized effort on his
behalf, an estimated 13-15 percent
of Democrats and Republicans in
Oregon and Washington state made
the complicated effort to write in
his name on primary ballots. Perox's organizers in those two states
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Todd Duvall
syndicated columnist
even discouraged the write-in vote,
but thousands did it anyway.
Could Ross Perot, Texas billionaire, independent, carry Kentucky
in November?
He could indeed.
Even state Democratic Party
Chairman Grady Stumbo conceded
that possibility last week, and
Stumbo pointed directly at the reason: frustration with government
up and down the line.
It's a frustration that certainly
isn't limited to Kentucky: It's there
from Maine to California and all
points between. The national economic recession may be ending,
but you can't prove it by people
out of work, or, in the case of tens
of thousands of government
employees and teachers in Kentucky, those who aren't getting
much, if any, pay raise this rear.
President George Bush's national

standing is at an all-time low, bu
no one gets excited over his likely
Democratic opponent, Arkansas
Gov. Bill Clinton. In fact, several
state polls and at least one national
poll put Ross Perot ahead of both
Bush and Clinton.
In Kentucky, voters are likely to
be even less sympathetic to the
political parties this year. The
infamous U.S. House of Representatives bank was covering three of
the state's seven congressmen's
overdrafts and two of them, Democrat Chris Perkins of the Seventh
District and Republican Larry
Hopkins of the Sixth opted for
retirement. Carroll Hubbard is running for re-election in the First
District, but there's every chance
he could have been beaten because
of his overdrafts had anyone with a
serious campaign run against him.
In Kentucky, also, there's a

deepening sense of cynicism about
all things and people political.
Gov. Brereton Jones, only months
after racking up a landslide popular
vote as a reformer and Mr. Clean,
continues accepting contributions
to pay off his 1987 campaign debt
to himself. Certainly, the ongoing
federal investigation of bribery and
corruption involving the General
Assembly and the Wallace Wilkinson administration will hardly
make for band-wagon politics this
fall.
In the end, of course, Perot's
whirlwind independent candidacy
may disappear as fast as it materialized. But, even his lack of knowledge about a lot of the issues facing the country doesn't seem much
to bother his supporters, who range
across party and ideological lines.
Kentucky's eight votes in the
Electoral College usually don't
account for much in electing presidents, but right now this doesn't
appear to be the usual presidential
election. Kentucky voters (usually
Democrats) have a long history of
switching to the Republican Party
in presidential elections. It
wouldn't take much for them to go
that one next step and abandon parties altogether come November
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Local Governor's Scholars are named

Dr. Mark Malinauskas, right, director of the Murray State University
Honors Program, congratulates Leigh Landini of Murray on receiving
the Alpha Chi Leadership Service Award during MSU's Honors Day
program on May 8. Alpha Chi is a national honor society recognizing
distinguished academic work. Landini, a senior journalism and political science major, is the daughter of Dr. Ann Landini of Murray.

tunity to attend and come from public
and private schools.
Students are selected for the nationally recognized program from nominations submitted by each school
district in Kentucky. A statewide
selection committee is composed of
admission directors, vice presidents,
deans and professors of colleges and
universities throughout Kentucky,
and education specialists from the
Department of Education and the
Council on Higher Education.
Selection criteria established by the
Governor's Scholars Program range
from Leg scores to teacher recommendations and such personal qualities as
breadth of interest and ability to think
conceptually. Applicants are also evaluated on the quality of two essays that
each applicant must write.
Scholars are in residence on their
assigned campuses for the entire five
weeks, including weekends. Each
Scholar chooses one of 15 major
courses of study, ranging from
biology to philosophy. The program
offers three foreign languages - Russian, French and Spanish - all taught
by native speakers.
Each Scholar is also assigned to a

Governor Brereton C. Jones has
released the names of685 outstanding
high school juniors who will attend
the 1992 Governor's Scholars Program this summer. The program marks
its 10th anniversary this year.
Each Scholar will spend five weeks
in residence at one of two campuses Murray State University from June
20-July 25 and Centre College from
June 28-August I.
Governor Jones noted that it is "a
source of pride and hope for the future
that so many outstanding high school
juniors are eager to commit the major
part of their summer to a demanding
academic experience that offers them
neither grades nor credits, but enri
ches their lives and minds."
"The strong competition among
high school students for the chance to
participate in this program serves as a
reminder that parents and educators
aren't the only ones who appreciate
the value of quality, non-tradition
education." Western Kentucky; 20
percent from Central Kentucky; 19
percent from Jefferson County; and
11 percent from Northem Kentucky.
The program is free of charge to the
Scholars, who compete for the oppor-

colloquium in a subject different from
the major. For example,a student who
majors in science or math must take a
colloquium in the humanities or fine
ar
Dr. Richard Taylor, professor of
English at Kentucky State University,
will head the Governor's Scholars
Program at the Murray State University campus. He has taught literature
in the program for three years. An
author and poet, he is faculty regent
on the Kentucky State University
Board of Trustees and received the
KSU Distinguished Professor Award
for 1992 at commencement exercises
earlier this month.

Dr. Milton Reigelman, vice president of Centre College, will serve as
head of the Governor's Scholars Program at the Centre campus for the sixth
consecutive year: Reigelman has
served in the program since it began in
1983. He was a faculty member for
four years before becoming a dean in
the program in 1987.
Local students who will attend the
1992 program are:
Calloway Co. HS: Misty L. Emstberger, Murray; Matthew A. Friuell,
Murray. Murray HS; Shawn A. Kellie, Murray; Melissa S. Muscio, Murray; Christine T. Walters, Hazel.
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Dr. Robert C. Etherton, right, chairman of the Murray State University Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, presents Scott Bazzell of Farmington the Bill Taylor Physics Student Scholarship during MSU's
Honors Day program on May 8. Bazzell, a junior engineering physics
major, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby D. Bazzell of Farmington.
The scholarship is awarded on the basis of scholastic achievement and
demonstrated potential for continued success.
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Calloway Board participating in
Summer Food Service Program
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The Calloway County Board of
Education will be panicipating in the
Summer Food Service Program for
children. All children will be served
the same meal at no separate charge
regardless of race, color, national
origin, age, sex, or handicap and there
will be no discrimination in the food
service.
If you believe you or any individual
has been discriminated against in the
Summer Food Service Program, write
to the Secretary of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C. 20250.

12 IIKH TABLE TOP

The Calloway County Board of
Education will sponsor the Summer
Food Service Program at EAST
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, RL 6,
Hwy 280, Murray, Kentucky,42071,
from June 1, 1992, through June -26,
1992. Breakfast will be served from
8:15 a.m. until 9:00 a.m. Lunch will
be served from 12:15 p.m. until 1:00
p.m.

VIEW

SEE PHARMACIST FOR DETAILS
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Reheble Drug Seam
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This Program services Calloway
County children between the ages of 2
and 18.
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Tresday, May 26

Tuesday, May 26

Grace Baptist Charch events
include Visitation/10 am. and 6:30
pm.

Alzheimer's Support Group/4:30
p.m./board room of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100 or 753-5561.

Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.
First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise and
Reach-out Callers IV/5 p.m.;
Chancel Choir potluck at
Kim's/5:30 p.m.
Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
Building.

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, May 28, at 7:30 p.m in
board rOOM Of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group comprised of those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult through
accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages. "You will hie contact with people who listen and who offer
support," according to Chapter Leader Hilda Bennett. For MOM information call Bennett at 498-8324 or Chaplain Rebecca Church, 762-1274.

Wednesday, May 27
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Day camps planned

Pinochle Partners/12 noon/
Louie's Steak House.
Infor153-5077 or 753-1438.

The Humane Society will sponsor two day-camps for young folks in June.
The first, for ages 6-8, will run June 15-19. The second, for 9-11 year-olds.
will run June 22-26. Activities will include games, field trips and special
animal-related programs which will emphasize kindness to people, animals
and the environment. Camps will be supervised by parent-volunteers and
will be limited to 10 'campers each. The cost will be 425 per camper with
special discounts available to families with more than one child attending
Some scholarship help may be available. For more information call Kathy
Cohen at 436-2603 or Kandy Carstens at 753-3627.

Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Overeaters Anonymous/Ellis
Center/ beginners at 5:15 p.m. and
regular at 5:30 p.m.
Oaks Country Club Ladies
Bridge/9 a.m. and Golf/9:30 a.m.

Joe Pat James, right, is greeted by Lois Sparks at the recent meeting
of the Murray Magazine Club held at the home of Betty Lowry.

Murray State University/
Community Summer Band
rehearsal/7 p.m./Room 216, Price Murray Country Club Ladies golf
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU. play/9:30 am.
Open to interested persons.
Info/762-6456.
Calloway County Public Library
Joe Pat James was guest speaker
events will include Parents and
for the April meeting of the Murray
Singles Organizational Society/7 Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story Hour/10:30 Magazine Club held at the home of
p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info/ am.
Betty Lowry.
Pamela, 75 3-763 8, Jeanne,
In keeping with the program
753-0224.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/3:30 theme, "Kentucky Literature — in
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course. .Observance of the Bicentennial of
Recovery/7 p.m./Red Cross Chapthe Commonwealth," Mr. James
House, Mayfield. Bible Classes/7 p.m./University reviewed the book, On Bendecl
ter
Info/1-247-5469.
Church of Christ.
Knee by Bill Cunningham. The
theme of the book is the violent
Murray TOPS #34/6 p.m./First
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale activities of the "Nightriders" durPresbyterian Church.
Road Church of Christ.
ing the period of 1904 to 1909.
Mr. James explained that tobacDexter Baptist Church co was at the center ,of the ecoworship/6:30 p.m.
nomy in West Kentucky and Tennessee at the time. Growers had
First Baptist Church events fallen on hard times — the price of
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.; Fel- tobacco had failed drastically, due
lowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Teacher to the comering of the market by
Training/6 p.m.; Library open/6:30 the Tobacco Trust. The Duke famip.m.; Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; business ly of North Carolina headed the
Information
Program
24-flour
meeting/6:45 p.m.: Sanctuary Trust.
(-502) 753-3314
Choir/7:45 p.m.
The speaker told how the Knight
Riders were organized as a coun(Cont'd on page 7)
tervailing power against the Trust.
Dr. Harold L. Amoss, a West Kentucky physician, was given a great
Installation
deal of the credit or blame for the
organization. He said Dr. Amass
and Service
had studied military tactics and was
a member of the Masonic Order.
The methods used by the Nightriders were similar to those of those
"We Also Do Window Tinting."
two institutions, giving credibility
to the charge that Dr. Amos gave
the thrust to the Night Riders,
although he was never convicted.
James said an especially interest512 S. 12th St., Murray
ing anecdote was the source of the
name of the book. The Nightriders

James is club speaker

753-4563
YOU

CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

D&W Auto Glass Shop

Carpet That
Lives With You

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Summer Teenage Volunteer
Program (TAV) will begin with an
organizational meeting on Thursday, May 28, at 10:30 a.m. in the
hospital's third floor education
unit.
All interested teenagers who are
14 years old and have their parents'
consent should attend the organizational meeting. First year volunteers must bring proof of age.
Applications will be distributed and
details of the program will be

The speaker was introduced by
Lois Sparks, program committee
chairman.
Betty Boss gave the devotion
from the book, Meditations of the
Heart by Howard Thurmon.
Edith Noffsinger, president,
presided. A tribute was given in
memory of Olga Freeman, longtime
member who died recently. Reports
were given by Lula Belle Hodges,
Edith Garrison, Frances Brown and
Inez Claxton.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Lowry from an appointed
dessert table to the 21 members
present.
The club will meet Thursday,
May 28, at 2 p.m. at the home of
Eva Morris.

discussed.
The eight-week program begins
officially with morning orientation
sessions June 2 and 4 from 9 a.m.
until noon and June 5 from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m.
Volunteers will be able to select
the day or days they wish to work,
but each must agree to devote at
least four consecutive hours of
work each week and wear a standard uniform. TAVs may be
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Alexander Smith is the high performance carpet that takes you through your busy invigorating
life_ Its splendid durability ensures easy care and
lasting performance. The ideal carpet Or every room
in your home
When you match Alexander Smith against
the finest of its competition. you II see the competition pale by comparison. Alexander Smith outshines them all in beauty. qualify and luxury. Its
extraordinary carpet for the extraordinary place you
call home

Mitchell's Carpet
and Floor Coverings
v 94 West
753-2392

The German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet Thursday,
May 28, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. The public is invited to
attend the meeting. For additional information call Mary Adelman at
436-2858.

Gospel singing on Saturday
were very serious about their mission, adopting quasi-religious
methods as they took their oaths of
membership on "bended knees,"
with hand on an open Bible. The
speaker said "it is cedrtain there
was fault on both sides."
The speaker said some interesting ironies came out of the conflict.
"Buck" Duke later gave millions of
dollars to Trinity College in Durham, N.C., which subsequently
became Duke University. His
grandest monument was the Medical School at Duke to which he
gave an additional $6 million, the
first faculty member employed for
the Medical School was Dr. David
Amoss, son of Dr. Harold L.
Amoss.

Summer Teenage Volunteer
Program meeting Thursday

4111••••

German Shepherd Dog Club to meet

1

A gospel singing featuring The Faithmen of Mifflin, Tenn., will be Saturday, May 30, at 7 p.m. at Chestnut General Baptist Church, located at
Chestnut and North Third Streets, Murray. The public is invited to attend,
according to the Rev. Jerry Bradford. church pasta.

the

SO1

West Fork plans Bible School
Vacation Bible School will be held at West Fork Baptist Church, located at
Stella, starting Monday, June 1, and continuing through Friday, June 5.
Classes will be from 9 to -11 a.m. daily. For more information call the Rev.
Lawson Williamson, pastor, at 753-6618.

Hazel Center needs more silverware
The Hazel Community Center is in need of silverware for use in serving
the public. Anyone wishing to donate may call 435-4200 or any member of
the Hazel Woman's Club to pick up your donations.

Racer Golf Classic on June 2
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The sixth annual Murray State University Racer Golf Classic will be Tuesday, June 2, at 1:30 p.m. at the Frances E. Miller Memorial Gott Course.
Proceeds from the classic will benefit the Murray State Athletic Program. To
begin with a shotgun start, the tournament will be made up of six-member
teams who will compete for prizes for not only the usual first, second arid
third place finish, but fifth, 10th, 15th and last place, according to Bill Rayburn, assistant athletic directror. An entry fee of $50 per person includes
green fee, cart fee and refreshments. An optional $15 contest entry fee
includes two hole-in-one contests, four closed-to-the-pin contests, longdistance driving contests and a putting contest. The deadline to sign up for
the tournament is Friday, May 29. To enter call 762-6813.

Murray YMCA events planned
The Murray Family YMCA has special programs planned for the summer.
The 50+ Aquatic Exercise sessions are held at the pool at the Carr Health
Building, Murray State University. Openings are available in Session I in the
8:30 and 9:30 a.m. classes for May 19 to July 2 and in the 8 a.m. and 9 p.m.
classes in Session II, July 710 Aug. 13. The cost is $25 for YMCA member
and $30 for non-member. Summer Day Camps will be held at the National
Guard Armory, Highway 121 North, May 26 to Aug. 14. Summer day camp
hours at 8:45 a.m. to 4 p.m. with pre-camp hours from 6:15 to 8:45 a.m. and
post-camp hours from 4 to 6 p.m. The American Red Cross will be offering
swimming lessons for the YMCA Day Campers June 8-19, but parents must
contact the Red Gross office, 753-1421, to enroll their children. Canoe classes with Bailey Gore, retired professor from Murray State University, will be
Tuesday, June 16, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. for youth and teen, 12-18, and
Saturday, June 20, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. for adults. Francis Ray, director of
the YMCA, urges persons to join the YMCA before leaving for vaticri to have
access to YMCAs across the country. For more information call Ray at
759-9622 or 759-9699 or visit her office in the George Weaks Community
Center, lower level. Her hours are 9 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Coldwater 40's Group will meet
The Coldwater 40's Group will have their annual reunion on Saturday,
June 13. at 6 p.m. at the Homeplace Family Restaurant, Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road, Murray. Everyone is invited to attend, according to
Helen Tidwell, a member of the group.

Bible School at Good Shepherd
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, in conjunction with Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church and the Christian Community Church, will
hold a Vacation Bible School at Good Shepherd starting Monday, June 8,
and continuing through Friday, June 12, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. each day. The
school will be the Marketplace-29 A.D. concept. For more information and to
register your child, contact Janice Wilson at 436-5540 or the Rev. Richard
Denton at 753-5809.

Freedom Pest Pageant planned
Freedom Fast Beauty Pageant will held Saturday. June 27. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. Small girls. 0 to 12 years, and boys, 0
to 12 years, will compete in the Morning Sunday Best Pageant. Young
ladies, 13 and up, and men will compete in evening pageant dress and tuxedo. Mr. or Miss Freedom Fest will win a prize of a three days and two
nights stay at a mountain villa at Gatlinburg, Tenn., but transportation and
food will not be included. For more information call Vonnie Hays at MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce or Jana Barnett at 753-0137 after
5 p.m.

Cub Scout Camp planned
The Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of America, will otter a Cub Scout
Day Camp the week of June 1-5 at Woodman of the World Camp in Murray.
Camp will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday with a program
lor families on Friday afternoon. Boys completing first through fifth grades
an invited to attend The fee will be $35 ($40 non-Scout) and includes a
patch, t-shirt, craft supplies and refreshments. The boys will participate on
games and sports, sonios arid stories, crafts, archery shooting and swimming. For more information or to sign up. call Roxann Downey at 753-5039
or write or call the Boy Scout office, 1-443-6481, P.O. Box 7033, Paducah,
Ky. 42002-7033.

Photogenic Competition planned
unis Miss Southern we Photogenic Competition is planned. This will be
for age divisions from birth to 29 years. For further information call
1-754-1503, or write Southern Bile Productions, Attention: Marilyn Plunk
eft. Rt. 2, Box 143, Central City, Ky. 42330
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Wednesday, May 27
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.: Chancel Choirr7:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth, College-Career
Choir/6 p.m.; Kid's Klub, Youth
Explosion, College/Career Bible
Study, Adult Bible Study/1 p.m.:
Weekly Workers meeting/8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Prayer Service/7 p.m.:
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study all
youth mission organizations/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include mission organizations/7
p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer
and praise/7 p.m.

Carrianne Jones and
Jeff Garrison to marry

Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs arid GAs/7:30 p.m.

Jones-Garrison wedding
vows to be said Aug. 22

First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/I2
noon/Pagliai's; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.

Richard Jones and Mrs. Bonnie Lyon of Indianapolis, Ind.,
announce
the approaching marriage of thier daughter, Carrianne Jones, to Jeff
Garrison, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Garrison of Murray.
Miss Jones is the granddaughter of Mrs. Geraldine Brokofsky and
the
late Gilbert Brokofsky and of George Jones Jr. and the late Mrs. Wanda
Jones.
Mr. Garrison is the grandson of Mrs. Linda Stubblefield -and the
late
O.K. Stubblefield, and of Mrs. Kay Burkett and the late Jim H. Garrison.
The bride-elect is a 1985 graduate of Carmel High School,
Carmel,
Ind., and a 1990 graduate of Indiana University. She is employed
by
Clairol Inc.
The groom -elect is a 1983 graduate of Calloway County High School
and a 1987 graduate of the University of Evansville. He is employed
by
Osmose, Inc.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Aug. 22, at
6:30
p.m. at Zionsville Presbyterian Church, Zionsville, Ind.
_ A reception will follow at the Holiday Inn, Union Station,
downtown
Indianapolis, Ind.

Alcoholics Anonymous open
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Opryland trip for Grades 5
to 8/7:30 am/parking lot; Mass/7
p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace; Earth,
The Planet/11 a.m. and 2
p.m./Visitor Center.
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Summer programs planned at library
Sandy Linn, Youth Services
Director for the Calloway County
Public Library, has announced the
Library's Summer Programs that
will be offered this summer.
Summer Story Hours will begin
Tuesday, June 16.
This is a book centered enrichment program designed for the
child, ages 3-8. A variety of picture
books, poems, finger plays and
games are incorporated to make a
fun -filled hour.
A special shortened version of
Story Hour is Parents and Twos
which is available for the child, age
2, accompanied by an adult.
Parents and Twos is held from
9:30 to 10 a.m. and Story Hour is
from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
The Summer Reading Program,
READiscover Kentucky, will be
held Monday mornings beginning
June 15 and continuing through
July 20.
Grade schoolers (children just
completing grades Kindergarten
through grade 5) will meet from 10
to 11:30 a.m. Pre-schoolers, ages
3-5, accompanied by an adult will
meet from 9 to 9:45 a.m.
This is a non-competitive program designed to help encourage
recreational reading which is not
only a fun way to spend some of
those summer hours, but also helps

Teenage...
(Cont'd from page 6)
absent, however, for vacation and
camp.
Depending on time and day preferences, jobs are available in areas
such as x-ray, laboratory, dietary,
central services, long term care,
business office, housekeeping and
nursing.
This summer, 25 positions are
available for TAVs. In the event of
more than 25 applications, past
TAVS will receive top priority in
job placement with new applicatns
being accepted according to age.
For more information, call Ruth
Eversmeyer, director of volunteer
services, at 762-1276, or Kathy
Hodge, director of public relations,
at 762-1381.

children maintain reading skills.
This year's program will also introduce children to some of Kentucky's wonderful hentage through special guests, sotrytellers, games and
other fun-filled activities.
Students just completing third
and fourth grade are eligible to
enroll in the summer Children's
French and Spanish Language
Program.
Participants are offered a variety
of activities relating to French or
Spanish language, art, cuisine,

music and social life. The classes
are held Mondays, Thursdays and
Fridays beginning June I and continuing through June 26.
French class will meet from 1 to
2:30 and Spanish from 3 to 4:30.
Classes are filled on a first-come.
first-served basis.
Registration for all Summer
Programs will begin today (Tuesday) May 26. Anyone wishing to
register a child or for more information may call the library at
753-2288.

Zetas hear Dr. Jones

•

I
Dr. Paul Jones, right, superintendent of Murray City Schools, spoke
on the theme of "Be the Best of Whatever You Are" at the April
meeting of Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club. He was introduced by Frances Matarazzo, left. Hostesses were Rebecca West,
Rebecca Irvan, Mary Frances Bell, Madelyn Lamb and Christine
Batts. The department will have 2 breakfast on Thursday, May 28, at
9 a.m. Hostesses will be Edwina Garrison, Mayme Nell Staudacher,
Barbara Aiken, Ella Mae Quertermous, Frances Matarazzo and Peggy Brown.

WEIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
Compare and Save
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•
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1 For Only $69
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2 For $99
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Win Big With Great Savings On Pittsburgh Paints!
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Latex Ceiling Paint
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'Use on ceilings -Easier to apply

$1 1 99 50-35

Five FitnessProfile!
What Kind ofShape
Are You In?
Get a quick, computerized,
fitness evaluation using the
latest technology.

NOTE: Women please

do not wear
pantyhose.

• Your Body's percentage of fat, muscle
and water
• Your resting metabolism rate
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Satin House Paint
'Beautiful soft sheen finish
'Durable and long-lasting
'Cleans easily
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Sun-proof Exterior
House & Trim
Semi-Gloss Latex

'Goes on smooth
'Durable, long-lasting finish

'2099

'Smooth semi-gloss finish
'Fade resistant
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Wallhide Flat Latex
Wall and Ceiling Paint
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'For use on most interior surfaces
•Excellent scrubbability •Easy to
apply

'1799
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'Provides a low-sheen finish
'Resists staining, blistering, in ii dew
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'Kills mildew and algae and inhibits their regrowth 'Easy to use
'Prepares exterior surfaces for
painting
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• Exercise suggestions, customized
for your body type and lifestyle
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Manor Hall Exterior
Eggshell Latex
House & Trim
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Mildew Check

Your confidential_fitness printout shotl!,,

May 27 & 28
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Sun-proof Latex
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SPORTS
Straughan will
be MSU's lone
NCAA qualifier
Start Report
laSU Specie Infontwitiew Oast
ATLANTA, Ga.—Murray
State satin( Seibert Straughan
had a season's best 45.67 seconds in the 400-meter dash
Saturday at the George C. Griffin Invitational Track meet here,
finishing second to Georgia
Tech's Derek Mills, who timed
a NCAA automatic qualifying
45,42.
Straughan had previously
qualified for the NCAA championships June 3-6 at Austin,
Texas by timing 45.74 in winning the 400 at the Florida
Relays in late March.
Saturday's meet was the last
of the regular season for several
Murray State athletes attanpting
to qualify for the NCAA Outdoor Championships.
The Racers 4 x 400-meter
relay team of junior Terry
Harewood, sophomore Trevor
Hamilton. junior Stevon Roberts
and Straughan won at Atlanta
with a NCAA provisional and
stadium record time of 3:06.19.
Kentucky was second in 3:07.52
and Mississippi third in 3:08.59.
Roberts placed fourth in the
400 with a career best 46,72,
just missing the NCAA provisional qualifying standard of
46.60, Teammate Chris Barber,
a freshman, placed fifth in the
triple jump (47-8 1/2).
Sophomore Heather Samuel
of MSU was third in the 100
(I L72) and junior Felecia Upton
was seventh in the 400 (53.88).
Samuel was also fifth in the 200
(24.24), while Upton placed
sixth (24.44).
MSU assistant coach Fred
Sowerby was fifth in the open
400 (49.02) and former MSU
standout Stephanie Saleern was
fourth in the women's open 400
(54.31).

Cavs, Ehlo get confidence booster
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) — Craig Ehlo still has to pinch
himself when he sets up opposite Michael Jordan.
"I'm still in awe sometimes," Ehlo said Monday after his
21 points and hard-nosed defense helped the Cleveland Cavaliers beat Jordan and the Chicago Bulls 99-85, tying the bestof-7 Eastern Conference finals 2-2.
Game 5 will be played Wednesday night in Chicago, where
the teams split the first two games of the series. Game 6 will
be in Richfield on Friday, and Game 7, if needed, would be in
Chicago on Sunday.
Born in Lubbock, Texas, and schooled at Washington State,
Ehlo has never had any trouble with his ego. Since the Cavaliers signed him after the Houston Rockets cut him in 1986,
they've worked to build his confidence so he'll be more willing to shoot when he's open.
'That's always been a big question mark — do I believe in
myself'? This is my ninth year, and I still get in awe, especially when I play against guys like Michael Jordan, Larry Bird,

Magic Johnson," Ehlo said.
Jordan, of course, gets the best of most of the matchups. He
scored his career high, 69 points, in a game against Ehlo and
the Cavs in 1990, and he's averaged 39 in 14 playoff games
against Cleveland.
But on Monday, Jordan had to scrap for his 35 points,
which came on 15-of-33 shooting from the field. Ehlo, meanwhile, sank four 3-pointers and supplied some of the offense
the Cavaliers were missing because of the weakened condition
of Mark Price, who played despite a stomach virus.
Jordan got little offensive help from his teammates Monday. Scouie Pippen scored 13 points, none of them in the second half, and John Paxson had II. The Bulls' only significant
contribution off the bench was from Cliff Levingston, who
scored four quick baskets early in the fourth quarter to reduce
Cleveland's lead to single digits. The rest of Chicago's bench
went 3 for 18.
Cleveland led by as many as eight in the first quarter and

Cardiac Cards
do it again in
rally over L.A.;
Gilkey shines
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer

REGIONAL TENNIS: Regional
doubles champion (above) Russ
Adkins, right, and Brent Keller
of Murray High celebrate after
their semifinal win Saturday at
the Bennie Purcell Tennis
Courts. (Left) Tiger freshman
Michael Hornbeck looks skyward
for relief in his semifinal doubles
match. Hornbeck and partner
Aaron Whitaker, regional
runners-up, wound up winning
the semifinal match.
STEVE PARKER/L*4pr photo*

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Ozzie
Smith's ticket to the Hall of Fame
likely is already punched because
of his defensive skills. But just in
case, in the next day or so he'll be
getting some insurance: 2,000 hits.
"That's a lot of hits, especially
for a guy who, early in his career,
you could knock the bat out of his
hands," St. Louis Cardinals manager Joe Torre said. "He made himself an offensive player."
Smith, 37, enters tonight's game
against Los Angeles needing one
hit for 2,000. That's remarkable
considering he hit a puny .238 for
the first seven years of his career.
He averaged .278 for the next
seven.
"Being noted as a defensive

fte

player, sure it's a big milestone,"
Smith said. "There's a lot of selfsatisfaction that goes into it."
When the Cardinals got Smith
from the San Diego Padres in
exchange for Garry Templeton in
1982, they were looking for
glovework and not much more.
That, he has provided, winning 12
straight Gold Gloves.
A rotator cuff injury in 1985
failed to stop Smith, who's started
in nine straight All-Star Games due
to his grace afield. It weakened his
arm, so he developed a quicker
release. Advancing age hasn't
diminished his fielding skills much,
either.
Earlier this season, Smith
became only the sixth shortstop to
record 7,000 assists. He's already
the team's all-time leader at shortstop in games played.
He's also been an effective basestealer through the years, topping
500 earlier this season.
His hitting was a surprise at first.

MICHAEL BARES/Ledger & Times photo

He hired a personal trainer and
worked on his stroke, making rapid
advances for four straight seasons
from .243 in 1983 to .257 in 1984
to .276 in 1985 to .303 in 1987.
Since then he's always been one
of the toughest outs in the Cardinals' lineup. He was 6 for 13 in the
three-game series against Houston
that ended on Sunday and was batting .301 with 12 stolen bases in 13
tries, second on the team.
"Ozzie, he puts the ball in
play," Cardinals center fielder Ray
Lankford said. "I'm rooting for
him to win the batting title."
He said during spring training
that this would be his last season
with the Cardinals, "no ifs, ands or
buts about it," and said he didn't
feel like he needed to prove himself again.
"It's not about opening people's
eyes, because if people's eyes
aren't open by now or people don't
know what I'm all about, they're
never going to know," Smith said.

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

Flee!'
S\Q1 5°1
'

300 South 4th

753-9586

Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
1988 S-10 Chevy Truck,
SSP AC
$3,300
Nascar

Score

Upoor
Deck

BUY — SELL — TRADE
753-2744
616 S. 4th • Murray (next to Fain his.)

1986 Cutlass Calais,
4 cylinder
1985 Tempo,
1 Owner (local),
1986 Chevy Cavilier,
71,000 miles

$2,700

1985 Pontiac Sunbird

$1,650

1977 Ranchero, V-8

$1,550

$2,500

1983 Grand Prix U,
V-8
$1,600
1986 Pontiac 6000, 1 owner,
50,000 miles
$3,600
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Shej
Sheffield answers knockdown
with upper deck game-winner
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Go ahead, knock down Gary Sheffield. Then
watch him knock 'em in.
Pittsburgh's Zane Smith did it Monday night, brushing back Sheffield with a high-and-inside pitch after Tony Gwymi's three-run homer
gave the Padres a 6-1 lead in the fifth inning.
Smith, who had the best control in baseball last season, drew a
warning from home plate umpire Larry Poncino. Sheffield drew himself together and hammered Smith's next pitch into the second deck in
left field to extend the longest hitting streak in the major leagues this
season to 18 games as the Padres held off the Pirates 7-6."
"It's a great feeling to hit a ball like that," said Sheffield, who's
only the eighth batter to reach the second deck at Jack Murphy
Stadium.
Sheffield said he wasn't trying to send a message to Smith.
"He's a good control pitcher," Sheffield said. "It's just one of
those things where the ball might have slipped. I didn't plan it. I just
went up there looking to hit the ball hard."
The brushback was a fastball; the homer ball was a changeup.
"I thought he'd come back with something off-speed, and I got the
pitch I was looking for," Sheffield said.
In other NL games, Philadelphia beat Atlanta 4-1, Cincinnati
defeated New York 3-0, St. Louis stopped Los Angeles 6-5 and Houston held off Montreal 10-8.
Smith left the clubhouse before the game ended.
Gwynn said Sheffield did the right thing.
"I didn't even see it because I was still high-fivin' guys from the
home run," Gwyrursaid. "I can't say he threw at him, but you go
down in the din after a three-run homer, you got a pretty good idea.
Then he comes up and hits a bomb, I mean a bomb."
Sheffield, acquired in a trade with the Milwaukee Brewers during
spring training, leads the National League with 37 RBIs, two ahead of
Barry Bonds, who went 4 for 5 and drove in four Pittsburgh runs.
Sheffield's .345 average is fourth in the NL.
Sheffield left the game after five innings with a bruised right thumb
suffered when he stopped Jay Bell's bad-hop grounder with runners on
first and second and two outs in the top of the fifth.
(Cont'd on page 9)
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ST. LOUIS — Bernard Gilkey is
having fun as a part-timer for the
St. Louis Cardinals.
"It's a job and it happens to be
my job, so I just deal with it the
best I can," said Gilkey, whose
two-out, two-run double in the
eighth was a key to the Cardinals'
6-5 victory over the Los Angeles
Dodgers on Monday.
Gilkey's hit off Roger McDowell
(3-5) tied the score and Felix
Jose's infield hit in the ninth was
the game-winner as the Cardinals
came from behind to win for the
15th time.
It was also the llth time they've
won in their final at-bat. They've
won three straight and are 10-3 at
home this month.
Gilkey hasn't played a big role
in the Cardinals' rise to first place
in the NL East, but he's batting
.309 in 68 at-bats. He entered Monday's game in the top of the eighth
as a defensive replacement in left
field for Milt Thompson.
"When I come to park and don't
play, sometimes it's hard to swallow," Gilkey said. "I only get a
few opportunities, so I try to make
the best of them."
The Dodgers scored four runs in
the eighth, three on Todd Benzin(Coned on page 9)

SECTIONAL TRACK MEET: Murray High junior Renee Hornbuckle was just one of several track athletes from Murray and Calloway County that crossed the line with a smile and a trip to the
State Meet, Saturday in Owensboro.

Ozzie nearing 2,000-hit milestone

,

ocP`
'
\ss

maintained a double-figure lead for much of the second and
third periods. Ehlo started the fourth quarter with a 3-pointer
that made it 74-60.
Levingston's flurry, however, got Chicago back in it, and
3-pointer by Paxson made it 82-78 with 4:44 left. A rebound
basket by Jordan kept the deficit at four points with four
minutes to play before Mike Sanders stunned the Bulls with a
rare 3-pointer with 3:40 left.
The Bulls got within six on Jordan's basket with 1:30 to
play, but Cleveland clinched it when Larry Nance finished off
a crisp three-pass play with a dunk for a 92-84 lead with 1:18
left.
Nance led Cleveland with 22 points and four blocked shots.
Brad Daugherty, grabbed nearly every time he tried to shoot,
scored 10 of his 14 points on foul shots and also collected 14
rebounds. John Williams scored 18 and Price scored 13
despite spending part of the second half in the locker room
trying to get his stomach to settle down.

Memorable Day

Tribe's Belle
ding-dong's
Oakland 10-6
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Just
imagine how well Albert Belle
would do if he swung at good
pitches.
Belle struck for two home tuns
Monday night, connecting on balls
that were not strikes, in leading the
Cleveland Indians over the Oakland Athletics 10-6.
He hit one over his head and
the other nearly on the ground for
home runs," Oakland catcher Terry
Steinbach said.
Belle homered for the third
straight game. He hit a solo shot in
the third inning off Joe Slusarski
(4-2) and added a three-run shot off
Vince Horsman in the fourth that
made it 8-1.
"I threw him ball four," Horsman said. "But I guess it's like
poetic justice because he was the
first big leaguer I ever faced in the
exact same situation, and I struck
him out on a curve ball."
Belle finished with three hits and
scored three runs. His two long
(Con!'d on page 9)
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$1,550

1973 Ford Truck, 1 owner,
86,000 miles
81,350
1984 Chevrolet Celebrity, 2 Dr
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COLT LEAGUE
The Murray Coat Express, • Ka accacruz traretiag team split a xkiiibleheadier against two Pans teams over the weekend.
In the first game. the Express downed the Pans White Sox 8-2 with Sean
Waller picking up the win. Travis Anderson had three huts and two RBI. followed by Shane Schroader's two-hit. two RBI performance.
In the second game, the Expense was edged 6-5 by the Pans Braves. Waller
went 3-for-3 with an RBI, followed by two hits from T.J. Myhtil. Eric Baker and
Jon Reid doubled and Joe Glover picked up a single and RBI. Mitch McClain
pitched well but took the loss for the Express.

PARK LEAGUE
Jared Sammons led his team in an offensive explosion last week, as West
Kentucky Insurance downed Cheri Theaters 27-10. Sammons homered and
Chase Stone, Coleman Maddox and Adam Glisten all tnpled for WKI. Kenny
Scott homered for Chen. backed up by doubles from Brian Astv!...r. Dylan Bolt
and Tony Urban.
Garland Used Cars pounded out more than 10 hits on their way to an 11-10
victory over Mr. Gaul's. Mark Ctuunberlain and Edward Baust had three hits
for Garland. while David Moore and Matthew Moms each picked up two safeties. Mr. Gatti's was led by Will Norsworthy's three hits, including a home run.
as well as three hits from Matthew Armstrong and Blake Warren. Michael Frawley and Zachary Rayburn collected two hits.
The hits kept coming for Garland Used Cars in their second game last week,
as they turned away Furdiess Farms 34-12. Baust, Moore, Chamberlain, Morns, Mario Lawrence, Kevin Johnson and Samuel Reynolds all had four hits for
the victors. Dean Futrell's out-of-the-park home run was the highlight for Furchess Farms, as well as the three-hit performance from Brett Nance and two-hit
outing for Bumph's and Johnson.
Shoe Sensation defeated West Kentucky Insurance 24 to 21. Leading hitters
for Shoe Sensation Were Adam Yezerski who had four hits, Including a tnple
and double. Evan Duval, Man Kellerher, Jacob Darnall, Ben Keller and Brad
Boggess had three hits. For West Kentucky, Dustin Sutton and Adam Glisson
had four hits, including a homer apiece. Chase Stone, Coleman Maddox and
Nathan Jones had four hits.

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Pioneer Convenience and Trees Lumber didn't lack offense in their game
last week, but still couldn't find a winner in their 10-10 tie. Anthony Cogdell
doubled for Pioneer, while Chase Wallace, Matt Darnell, Michael Williams,
Jeremy Weber and Billy Nored all singled. Justin Garland led Tress' hit parade
with a single and homer, followed by a double by Jeff Owen and singles from
Josh Harcourt and Derrick McCuiston.
•Man Keel led Ryan Milk to a 14-4 win over Murray Mold & Dl.. Keel had
a single and RBI-triple and Andrew McClure, Richard Fogel, Cliff Darnell, and
Man Galloway all singled. Cyan Geib picked up the win for Ryan. Murray Mold
& Die was led by Chase Redden and Wesley Shendan with a hit and RBI apiece.
Kopperud Realty beat Clinic Pharmacy by a 9-4 score. Matt Leet had a
single and double for Kopperud. Ryan Seay had two singles for Clinic, as John
David Thick and Aaron Cowan each had a single and double. Steven Compton
added • double, while Chad Conneriy had a triple and single.
*Office Products bee Roberts Realty by a 8-2 score. Michael Fnend had a
triple and double for Office as Scott Lowe added a single.

TENNIS
PARIS (AP) — Top-ranked Jim Courier of the United States opened
defense of his French Open title, beating Midas Kroon of Sweden 7-6
(7-2), 6-4, 6-2. Second-seeded Steffi Graf of Germany, hoping to end
Monica Soles' two-year reign as women's champion, beat Rene SimpsonAlter of Canada 6-3, 6-1.
As the opening day neared its close, a thunderstorm hatted play, forcing
postponement of 23 matches either in progress or not yet started. Thirdseeded Pete Sampras led Marc Rosset of Switzerland 7-6 (7-5), 4-6, 6-4,
3-6, 4-2 and fourth-seeded Jennifer Capriati led Beate Reinstadler of Austria 6-1, 6-7 (7-3), 2-1.

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Mario
Lemieux, be forewarned: The Chicago Blackhawks will be playing
tougher defense than the Boston
Bruins when the Stanley Cup finals
open tonight.
"We've got to hit him," said
Chicago center Jeremy Roenick of
the Penguins' top player.
"I watched him in the Boston
series and every time he got the
puck, he wasn't touched. He got a
free ride from blue line to blue
line. We have to make this a physical series."

Lemieux will be only one of the
targets for the hard-hitting Blackhawks, of course.
"None of their guys like to be
hit — (Kevin) Stevens, (Jaromir)
Jagr, Lemieux," Roenick said.
"We have to bang them."
Doing a lot of the banging will
be Chris Chelios and Steve Smith,
right now the top detersive combination in the playoffs.
Those two have combined for an
extraordinary plus-31 — meaning
the Blackhawks have outscored the
opposition by 31 goals in even-

strength situations when they are
on the ice.
"They rely on those two guys so
much that sometimes you can crack
them," said Stevens, "but they
don't have too many bad nights."
Mostly, they do the cracking.
The Blackhawks have been the
most physical team in the playoffs
so far — and their defensive record
shows it.
They have only allowed 33 goals
in 14 games with a tenacious,
glove-in-your-face style that has
been intelligent as much as it has

SCOREBOARD

been rough.
"This is by far the best we've
played," Cbelios said.
He remembered last season when
the Blackhawks finished first overall and lost in the first round of the
playoffs because they took too
many penalties.
Thc series will match the
league's hottest teams. The Penguins have a good streak of their
own going. After coming back
from a 3-1 deficit to beat Washington in the first round, they have
posted seven straight wins.

Sixth Annual

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
111
$lava Farm InSUrenCe Companies

Racer Golf Classic

Horne Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Six Person Scramble

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There

(Individuals or Teams May Enter)

Jane Rogers 753-9627
535 pm
Beim.(Sandie 5-4 ei Swede (Johnson 5-31.
535 13 m
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Tuesday, June 2
1:30 Shotgun Start
Miller Golf Course
Hwy.94E to Hwy. 280

PRIZES
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th 10th, 15th,& LAST
$50.00 Entry Fee
Includes:

$15.00 Contest Fee
(Optional)
Hole-in-One
Closest-to-the-Pin
Long Distance Driving

Cart Rental
Green Fees
Refreshments

1
41:3:41;wrong 3-3) at Nee York (Fernandez
3-4), 6.40 p
San Freedom (Ellack 1-1) el Chicago (Jackson
De). 705 P
Loa Angeles (Orecla 2-3) al St Louis Phew 2-2)
735 p m
Prne5unth (Walk 1-31 al San Caw (Of Hells 141.

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Putting

For More Info or Registration...
Bill Rayburn
762-6813

Cardiac...
(Cont'd from page 8)
ger's bases-loaded triple, and
chased Lee Smith to take a 5-3 lead
before the Cardinals rallied. With
Los Angeles trailing 3-1, Benzinger hit a 3-2 pitch to deep center
that glanced off Ray Lankford's
glove.
The hit made it 4-3 and Carlos
Hernandez added a run-scoring
single for a two-run Los Angeles
lead.

SAVE BIG!
Cain's Once A Year Memorial Week
Celebration — Don't Miss It.

4111111tD
mom

------4•We•-..r

92 SUMMIT ES 4 DR.
Radiant Red, automatc trans w/0 D . I 5 liter SOHC UP),
air cond. power steering, power brakes, tilt wheel, cruise
control. AM/FM/cassette, fold down split rear seat 8 more
3/36 bumper to bumper.5/60 power train warranty

(Cont'd from page 8)
Gwynn's homer was his third.
Benito Santiago also hit a three-run
homer, his fourth, to help send the
Pirates to their ninth loss in 10
games, a slump started when the
Padres swept them in Pittsburgh
May 15-17.
The Pirates made it close,
though. Bonds hit his 12th homer,
a two-run shot with two outs in the
seventh.

10 99978

'92 DODGE COLT

Tribe's...
(Cont'd from page 8)
drives gave him eight home runs
this season and four in a span of 10
at-bats, a streak that followed a
drought in which he went 82 atbats without homering.
In the other two games on a limited holiday schedule, Seattle beat
Baltimore 7-3 and New York
defeated Milwaukee 13-10.
Even with Cleveland's big lead
early in the game, Charles Nagy
(5-3) struggled. He gave up 10 hits
and left in the eighth inning as the
A's closed to 8-6.

'92 PLYMOUTH COLT VISTA WAGON
The perfect vehicle for the family on the go
Room for 5, plus all the gear Powerful I 8 liter
MP) value engine, automatic trans w/O D .
rear defroster, ar cond roof rack dual power
mirrors, AWF Micassette rear wipernvasher,
lots more

Vivid Red, custom cloth, bucket seats wirear fold down
seat, AM/FM stereo, rear defroster tint glass body side
mIcig .more

$7 49314
9

11 99940

INCLUDES NO CHARGE AIR COND.!

S
'92 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM

9

Split bench seat air cond tilt cruise rear defroster. AM,
FM/cassette.

EARN
6.70%

$11 31755

INSURANCE
Same Hate Mailable On
I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
Rated: A. (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

ALL PRICES
GOOD THRU

MAY 30TH

fAx-roTERRED ANNUITY
RATE cuARANTFAEo FOR
ONE YEAR. Early )4irrentIvr
charge% apply.
($5,1111) minimum)

FARM
BUREAU

PAU 9

Physical play expected in Stanley Cup finals

Actions & Reactions

I

TUESDA V, MAY _24. 1.922

ONLY.

'92 PLYMOUTH LASER
Turquoise met air cond tilt, cruise AWFMicessene,rear
defroster, even a sunroof, one look at tut car you will buy
it Sharp

11 99842

S

9
'Jul noose taus tax tie. woe .Sc Neer retain rebates if any

92 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER FIFTH AVE.
Pure luxury. loaded with all the amenities you would expect ii a fine car 3 3
liter 9-6 power, full power, tit wheel,
cruise control, wire wheel (*yrs piing
the security of Crystal Key 5/50 bumper
to bumper protection • 7r70 power tar
cooerage

17,972

Cain's0
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP-EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448
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EDUCATION
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2393).

Calloway County Middle School seventh-grade TNT student, Andrew
O'Rourke, gets involved in the topic discussion about the westward
expansion of our country.
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Second-grade students at North Calloway decided after a study of
plants to beautify the flag pole area by planting daffodil bulbs. The
flowers were donated by Wal—Mart. Pictured above (from 1-r) in the
front row are Jacob Payne and Kelly Gipson, while Steven Brown and
John Carr are in the back.
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Julie Hightower, a fifth-grade student at Murray Middle School, was
recently chosen as Student of the Week. She is pictured above with
JoBeth England, of W'SJP; MMS teacher Judy Tucker; and James
Hart, of Century 21.
Calloway County sixth-grader Jacob Falwell is presenting his project
on insulation.

Horoscopes
WEDNESDAY, MAY 27, 1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth,call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE ing a crop of brilliant ideas. Write
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: letters or travel to drum up the supUse caution when negotiating new port you seek. Romantic talks are
employment or partnership agree- endearing.
ments. Someone may be withholding
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22): You
vital information. The financial pic- are the sole judge as to what is best
ture shows continued improvement for you and what techniques you
through October. Stick with a regular should apply. High-tech skills help
savings plan. In November. your mate your career. Consider forming a
or partner will be your strongest partnership with an older person.
source of encouragement. Romance
LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22): If you
intensities over the winter holidays. can get other people to leave you
Plan a special trip for two early in alone, you have an excellent chance
1993. Your career moves into high of getting some real work done.
gear next March.
Eliminate the non-essentials from
CELEBRITIES BORN ON your home and workplace.
THIS DATE:actor Lou Gossett Jr.,
SCORPIO (Oct.. 23-Nov. 21):
author Rachel Carson, novelist You could be the one who is wrong
Herman Wouk
actress Lee now. If so. be graceful about abanMeri w ether.
doning your position in favor of your
ARIES I March 21 -April 19): partner's viewpoint. Stop trying to
Higher-ups may need humoring to- be top dog all the time.
day. Do whatever is necessary to
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
MON e ahead. A positive attitude will
21): The good will of your friends
make you look good. The object of could be a very important factor in
your affections begins to reciprocate. getting you into the right places now.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): If Be tactful when disagreeing with
you are overly emotional now, you prominent people.
could be drawn into a painful alterCAPRICORN(Dec.22.-Jan. 19):
cation. Turn to close friends; con- Take all recommended precautions
fiding in them helps you get through if you will be doing any traveling
a rough patch. Your mate is also today. Your associates' prudence
supponive.
could be well-founded. Tell others
GEMINI May 21 -June 20): Mix only what you want them to kn
and mingle with the get-ahead types
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. I
you meet at business or financial There is no harm in trying out the
meetings. .A revised budget will re- latest methods to see whether they
duce domestic tension. A sibling are better than the old. Even a skeptic
needs more attention during a family can be convinced by the facts! Do
your own research.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20): An
Something extra rewarding occurs. idea for raising money fora promising
thanks to a friendship or social event. enterprise should be explored. SeriA secret wish could come true when ous talks are favored. Devoting too
you reveal your innermost desires. much time to work could strain
Welcome new work responsibilities. marital ties. Excessive ambition could
LEO IJuly 23-Aug. 22): An alli- lead to a fall.
ance grows stronger today, producTODAY'S CHILDREN are quick learners who will thrive with the right
guidance from their teachers. These strongly independent and detail-oriented
youngsters like to set their own timetables and priorities. Their manual
dexterity makes them good candidates for a career in dentistry or jewelry.
design. Although these friendly Gemini% will attract many admirers, they
tend to choose their confidants from within the family circle. Enterprising and
thorough, these Gemints can reach the top in almost any profession.
,1.. der a revised and updated copy °Thane Dixon's hen-iielltng book"Y csinday.Today and Fore.ier

Sophomore Mitzi Rickman watches as primary student Jessica Duncan prepares chocolate chip cookies for baking during a cooperative
learning activity involving Pat Cherry's primary class from Southwest Elementary and Ruth Ann Futrell's Honors English It class.
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The TNT eighth-grade exploration students make a scale model of the
solar system. Pictured (from 1-r) are Angela Hale and April
McKinney.

Michelle Ward, student teacher at North Calloway, is haring a tasting
party to enhance a unit on Mexico. She is pictured abort with Tyla
Tabers and Ashley Holsapple.

Calloway County High's junior honor's English class visited a firstgrade classroom at East Elementary. The older students interviewed
the younger ones, as they plan to write a book about each child and
present them with the book at a party at the high school. Above, Leah
Darnell is shown working with Amanda Cline, while Matt Dennis is
pictured with Greg Billington and Matt Price is with Chase Duncan.

The eight-grade TNT space exploration students complete experiments in water and air purification to illustrate how water is reused
in space. Pictured above (from 1-r) are Linda Skaggs, Becky Dresley,
Cathy Bess, Zach Ross and Stacy Clere.
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As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, new pa rents
and movtirs with a basket hill of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you!
Welcome Wagon. An American

Tradition.

Please Call
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

Ingeborg Xin, 492-8348

Students at East Calloway enjoy sharing their art work with others,
so they colored bright spring pictures on paper bags for Youth Art
Month. The bap were distributed at Maly Wiuly. In the front row
(front 14) are Larry Kirks and Krystal Kraft, while Justin Fox, Kim
Brawner and Ashley Byerly are in the back.

Pictured above (from 1-r) are James Barrett and Christy Stockwell,
student "private eyes" who solve mysteries while learning about
database files.
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Obit tiaric,,
Mrs. Mary Pearl Dick
Mrs. Mary Pearl Dick, 83, of
300 South 15th St. Murray, died
Monday at 1:45 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Born Aug. 22, 1908, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Ira Lassiter and Minnie
Ray Lassiter. One sister and two
brothers also precedttd her in death.
Survivors include her husband,
Euin Dick, to whom she was married on July 10, 1926, in Paris,
Tenn.; one daughter, Mrs. Jean
Pickard and husband, Bob, Brentwood, Tenn.; one son, Joe Dick
and wife, Linda, Murray; one
brother, Ray Lassiter and wife,
Myrtle, Hazel.
Also surviving are five grand-

children, Leeana Dick, Chapel Hill,
N.C., Mrs. Catherine Clark and
husband, Jeff, and Carol Dick, all
of Roswell, Ga., Mrs. Julie Rogers
and husband, Greg, Romer, GL,
and Craig Pickard and wife, Julia,
Nashville, Tenn.; five greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. The song service will be by
singers from Glendale Road
Church of Christ with Jerry Bolls
as director.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Rowland F. Byrne
Rowland F. Byrne, 43, of New
Concord died Monday at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
A retired insurance agent, Mr.
Byrne was a member of Blood River Baptist Church.
Born Jan. 20, 1949, in Chicago,
III., he was the son of Evelyn
Hager Byrne and the late Frank R.
Byrne.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Anna Miller Byrne, to whom he
was married on Jan. 6, 1988; two
daughters, Nicki Byrne, New Concord, and Tamra Byrne, Three

Oaks, Mich.; his mother, Mrs. Evelyn H. Byrne, New Concord; two
sisters, Mrs. Leona Stowers and
Ms. Kimberly Byrne, New Concord; one brother, John Raymond
Byrne, Stager, Ill.; three nephews;
one niece; two great-nephews; one
great-niece.
The funeral will be Friday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry
Norswonhy will officiate.
The body will be cremated.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. Thursday.

Mrs. Iva Nesbitt
The funeral for Mrs. Iva Nesbitt
is today at 1 p.m. in the.chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The Rev. Jim Alford is officiating.
Music is by the Choir of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church with Doug Crafton as
director.
Pallbearers are David Frances,
Don Dortch, David Elliott, Ralph
Robertson, Holmes Dunn and Dennis Kelly.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Nesbitt, 80, Rt. 2, Hazel,
died Sunday at 12:31 a.m. at

Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Sue Dortch and husband, Ed,
Paducah, and Mrs. Barbara Bridgewater and husband, John, Louisville; two sisters, Mrs. Doris Robertson and husband, Ralph, Rt. 4,
Murray, and Mrs. Hilda Foster, Rt.
1, Hazel; two brothers, Hilman
Coles and wife, Evelyn, and Hubert
Coles and wife, Faye, all of Rt. 2,
Hazel; five grandchildren, Vickie
Dortch Dunn, Don Dortch, Lori
Elliott, Lisa Colter and David
Frances; two great-grandchildren,
Kristina Elliott and Amber Colter.

Calloway RTA
meets Monday
The Calloway County Retired
Teachers' Association will assemble
Monday, June 1 at the Murray State
University Exposition Center on College Farm Road in the east wing
meeting room.
The retired educators and guests
will meet at 1:00 p.m. for refreshments with business and program
scheduled for 1:30 p.m. The guest
speakers are Coach Kelly Breareale
and Assistant Coach Vanessa Gray
with the Murray State University
Lady Racers basketball team.
New CCRTA officers for the
1992-1993 year will also be elected at
this meeting.

Each summer Kentucky 4-H Camp
offers children hands-on learning in a
fun env irorunent.
Kentucky boasts the largest 4-H
camping program in the nation with
some 25,000 young people participating in summer camp, local day camps
or special environmental education
camps, said Dwight Crum, Extension
state 4-H youth development specialist.
Some 10,000 of those campers will
attend week-long camps at one of five
campsites ranging from 150 to 1,500
acres, he added.
"All sites feature modern cabins,
swimming pools, dining and athletic
facilities," Crum said.
4-Hers may take classes on such
topics as nature, crafts, archery, rifle,
fishing and boating. Campers may
choose from between 15 and 25
classes offered during each five-day
camp, Crum said.
Some 300-400 young people. aged

9-13, attend weekly sessions beginning Memorial Day at some sites.
Summer camps continue through
mid-August. Camp Diederich is
located at Rush; North-Central at
Carlisle; Lake Cumberland at Faubush; J.M. Feltner at London; and West
Kentucty at Dawson Springs.
Crum said camps cost S55 to S75
depending on transportation and
programs. A paid staff of 42 operate
the camps and each county sends
adult and teen volunteer leaders. Each
cabin has an adult supervisor.
In addition to 10,000 summer resident campers, Curm said another
4,000 will participate in fall, winter,
and spring environmental education
camps, and 11,000 others in each
county's day camps.
A young person doesn't have to be a
4-H member to go to camp, Crum
said. For many, camp may be their
first 4-H experience and lead them on
to future 4-H activities.

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Help In Clause Filing
For AU My Clients

753-78
90
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. McGARY

The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500to S2,000 a month. Who will pay
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial.
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Geo, Inc.
1990 Cutlass
Supreme

etbtS4f‘444.••KATC R044

Me4z4e.

'9,900

"Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Black,53,XXX miles, p.w. , rear window defog,cruise.

Glendale at Whltnell
753-41 75
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

!s®
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Don Robertson
named to board
DT. Don Robertson, associate vice
president for student affairs at Murray
State University, has been named to
the Executive Board of Region III of
the National Association of Student
Personnel Administrators.
In this capacity Robertson will
serve as the state coordinator for
Kentucky.
Robertson also served on a panel
discussing campus health services
administration and delivery at the
association's national conference held
ecently in Cincinnati.
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J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of the arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be
made to the Youth Club Fund, c/o
First United Methodist Church, 503
Maple St., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Mrs. Alexander, 92, a resident of
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray, died
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth W. Holcomb of
Murray, and several nieces and
nephews.
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4-H Camp offers
learning and fun

Mrs. Euva Waldrop Alexander
Graveside services for Mrs. Euva
Waldrop Alexander were today at
11 a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Nowell Bingham and
John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Pete Waldrop,
Mark Waldrop, Burt Jody, Ed
Davis, Jim Souder, the Rev. Greg
Waldrop, Bud Holcomb and Bob
Holcomb.
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows.
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
I- %11 \
010
020
025
030
040
050

EMPLOYMENT
060
090
100
110

190
370
390
400
550

Muir,,

753-1916

Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
FARMERS MARKET
Parm Equipment
L..estock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
380

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
T.V. rce,
Pets & Supplies
MISCELL‘NEOUS

410
540
560
570
240

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

070
Nada.

Employers...
Vacations or
leave of absence? Let us
help you fill
the gap. One
day or long
term assignments.

Call
527-5228

JMJ
Services
301 E. 12th St.
Benton, Ky.
MRS. THERESA, PSYCHIC AND ASTROLOGY
reaoer Advice in all probems of affairs 1-554-7904

1992 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need hair never been
greater for a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductib)e.,
co.inaurvince and no.
napproved' charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenaes to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to 8652 in 1992
For more information
.11.
McConnell
Insurance Agency

753-4199
'our 29th year ofservice"

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
IDoors open st 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq, Hies Road, noht on Sq

Hale Road

1 rnee

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
753 0466 PD Bus 1033
Morro

BUYS ARE
WAMNG...
J•1
7711 CL4SSIREDS1
Whether you're in the
market tor a washing
machine or•gym set.
you'll find it in
the

Murray

Ledger & Times
Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

411
,
16
tor

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

McConnell Ins. Agency
Hoplunsville Fed Say. Bldg
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

r.
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hi

18"

1

5.00 10.00 is... s0.00

as... 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.1110 60.00

3

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00

40.00 46.00 56.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

3

10.00 10.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

14.00 30.00 46.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 106.00 120.00 135 00 150 OP

te

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 71.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 _100.00_120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 940.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
254 per word MOO rtunimum lit day
64 per word per day fur each adchuonal coneecuuve day.
111 75 tetra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.>
$200 act. for blind box ads.

ISO

110
Skuation
Wanted

270

270

Articles
For Sit.

*MM.
Howse For Sete

Mobi•
Hems For Sale

ATTENTION Gardeners
The Earth Doctor now has
available in the Murray area
Organic Top Soil, he own
specie/ chemical free formula Just spread it and
plant. no fertilizing needed
grow anything, anywhere with adequate moisture $35 pick-up load delivered Compost manure
also available. Charge may
vwy depending on location
Call
Bill
Ward,
1-800-824-4691

12.50, 2BR, good condi
Son 354-8795

QUALITY built, energy effi
cant homes at affordable
ernes! It you compare quality, insulation. set-up and
options, you will fond we
have the best housing
value Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc Hwy 79 East.
Pwes, TN 1-930-642-4891

Instruction
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44

11
32
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re.
rni

1
tor

2E
pa
04.
du
Da
75

2B
32

2f3

LEAP J T2 CP

PHYSICIANS office has FEMALE hooking for room
opening for Medical Assis- mate to share 2br apart
tant Experience neces- ment Must have own taros
sary, mite Of female Send portatoon 753-8890 afte
resume to P 0 Box 1 30pm
1040-P, Murray
SEWING jobs wanted. inPROFESSIONAL career- cluding formal wear
minded singer, songwriter. 753-1061.
seeks to put together a
country and western band WANTED Alterations to do
Seeking mule-talented indi- on my home 753-1379
viduals. Only the serious WILL dean houses and ofneed apply 502-753-4219 fices reasonable rates
WAITRESS, Mon -Fri, 753-8994
8ern-3pm No phone calls,
apply within Uptown Cof- WILL do housecleaning in
025
fee Shop, 410 Main St Murray and around the
lake. Call evenings
Experience preferred
Fweonies
474-2131, ask for Betty or
leave
WHEELER
McClain,
message
Ford,
'MONEY' We loan money
on most items of value. Lincoln, Mercury needs
Phelps Pawn Shop, 57 highly motivated, exper- WILL stay with elderly,
Main St., Cadiz, KY. ienced sakes person If you nights References and exmeet these qualifications, perience 753-4590 for
522-1111.
apply n person, Hwy 45 information
North in Mayfield
060

TRACTOR • TRALERS

Help
Mental

too

100

Situation
DRIVERS .3.1in. age 23. •1
Wanted
yew OTF1 exp. 'Spousal
DO
you
have
time to dean
riding program 'Good pay
your house? I do! 4 years
and benefits with CDL
experience,
city and
•27t/mile to start McCaindon
Trucking. county, with references
753-8528.
1-800-633-7233.
FULL-bme nurse needed
for busy physicsans office.
excellent benefits, salary
commensurate with aspenenoe Send resume and
references to P O. Box
462, Murray KY 42071
GROWING office product
company seeking self motivated individual for salsa
Income based upon performance Send resume to
PD Box 797, Benton, KY
42025
UVE-on help Vide has too
much work, needs help with
home and family business
522-1111 or 522-1100
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You we
between the ages of 16
21 We are an E 0 E This
protect a funded by . the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m.-11:30a.m.

Taking
Applications
For City Carrier

Business
Opportunity
THE Commercial Appeal
has 7 day route opening in
Murray, KY If interested,
call 901-587-6673 after
5Prn

Matlack, now taking applications for over
the road drivers. Must have CDL license.
Apply in person at the Calvert City Terminal. Equal Opportunity Employer.

i4
s
matlackinc.
pipeline on whaels•

Hwy. 282,

Calvert City, Ky. 42029

INDUSTRIAL NURSE
Seaboard Farms of Kentucky, Inc. is seeking a
Registered Nurse to work at our Processing Plant in
Mayfield, KY. Supervisory and industrial expenence
is helpful but not necessary Candidates must
possess good communication skills and enjoy working with people. Good wage and benefit package
available. Send resume to

Human Resources Manager
Seaboard Farms of Kentucky, Inc.
P. 0. Box 116
Hickory, KY 42051
EOE WF/H

In The Court
Square Area

Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell
Ave.

NOW hiring aseatent manager and aftendena for
MURRAY PROPEL oonveNero& store Apply in per.
son, 401 Sycamore,
Murray
PARK RANGERS Game
wardens. security, maintenance. alic No sap meowss•ry
For info call
219-760-6649 ext.-7159.
Ileirn-lipm, 7 days

Murray-Calloway County Hospital a leader in
providing auahty healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee. announces
the following lob openings
SIGN ON BONUS FOR EXPERIENCED RN'S
Vit40 ACCEPT ONE CF THESE FUU. TlIE
POSMCOIS:
Medical unit:
Surgical unit:
Intensive Care:
Progressive Care:
Surgical Technologist

3-11, 11-7
3-11, 11-7
11-7
11-7
PRN Status

Licensed Practical Nurses - Home
Health private duty experience required.

$5.00 Off Any $25 Clothes Purchase
$5.00 Off Any $50 Equipment Purchase

KIDS KIDS KIDS
804 Coldwater Rd. • 759-4577

Gymnastics
Cheerleading
- Equipment
753-4647

cclanc c

s
alLc'

anct cSiudio

Announces
Summer
Gymnastics
and
Cheerleading
Camps
753-0605

Part time and weekend option available in some areas.
For details contact
Lyn Ryan RN
Nurse Recruiter
(5112) 767.-1318
Equal Opionmenoty
fmtgolov.

MURRAY
CALLCMAY
(X)UNI-11
11-13SMAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

MURRAY lawn tractor,
I 1hp, 36' cut, $350
753-8292 after 6pm

QUASAR 25'color console
'TV, very good condition,
$185 Smith Corona
electric typewriter, excellent condition, $65 Sears
'power band' exercise system, includes leg lift and
140
stepper. the new, $300
Adjustable hitch, adjustWet
able receiver, sway bar and
To ikri
levelers, all to pull a trailer,
1-4 ACRES of land within 5 $150 for set Call 437-4845
miles of Murray No subdIf no answer, please leave
vosions 753-7032 days
message.
ANTIQUES by the piece or SAVESAVESAVE Dollar
collections Cal 753-9433 days SALE at Country Reafter 5pm
mnants Fabrics and Crafts
CASH for mobile home Hwy 68-641, Draffenvile,
Marshal Co , KY Mon Sat,
tires $7-$12 each
10-5
436-2578
TELEVISIONS, VCR, C.D.
players, stereos, computers, Nintendos and games,
guns, gold jewelry, and
whatever Best pnces paid.
Phelps Pawn Shop, 57
Main St., Cadiz, KY
522-1111.
TOP dollar for sink cars and
trucks 759-4836 or
436-5322

TABLE arid 4 chairs, $35.
Westinghouse refrigerator,
$65. Call 753-5513
TROY built totter, electnc
start, good condition.
753-0043.
TROY built 6hp biler, as
new, $650. 759-1367

1983, 14.70, 2br, 2 bait!.
set-up and ready to move
into now Pnoed to sell
753-0550 after 4pm
1986 CHAMPION doutaewitte, 29.44, 31tr, 2 bath,
excellent condition, many
extras included. $22.000.
Beautiful wooded lot wiht
the option to lease,350/mo
759-9442 or 753-6567.

STOP by today and register
for free mobile home to be
given away Saturday. May
30th, 8 00pm during out
Anniversary Saleabration
1990 FLEETWOOD 14.72. at Volunteer Homes. Hwy
2br. 2 bath, garden tub 79E, Paris, TN
w/skylight. bay window. 901-642-4466 'Many
custom oak cabinets, cen- Homes, New and Used, at
tral gas heat, central air, Super-Low Prices. All
appliances, underpinning, Month Long'
excellent condition, imme
dicta possession
$ 0 DOWN Payment'
753-8428
Bank owned repo 3br, 2
1990 NORTH River dou- bath shingle roof, deliv•
blevnde home and lot in wed and sat up on your lot
Almo with 2 outbuildings tor only $254 per month
Serious Inquiries only 99% APR See this home
Shown by appointment at Volunteer Homes, Hwy
79E, Paris, TN
753-0410
901-642-4466
250
BANK owned, deluxe douthk
blewide Lived Si only 2
None. For Neel
months. 1560 sq ft Shingle
roof, vinyl selong, fireplace. 12x45 IN New Concord. al
eland kitchen, porch, cen- electric, MiSmo 436-2427
tral h/a. plus many extras
Only $500 down l See at SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
Volunteer Homes, Hwy eiectric or gas Walking dos
tance 12 college 753-5209
79E, Paris.
TN
901-642-4466

1991, 16x80 CHAMPION
kr, 2 baths. garden tub
and skylights, lots of
closets and cabinet space,
vaulted ceilings, ceiling
fans, wid hook-up Includes
livingroom furniture,
kitdien appliances, decks,
underpinning, central IVA
$23,000 759-9220 or
753-9172

USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts
474-2262, 901-642-6290
WANT to buy old trailer,
approxrnately 10'.55'. not
furnished, any condition
Call 753-0232, leave
message

WOOD office desk and CUMMINGS Meter Poles
chair, $200 Metal office Specializing in mobile
desk and 2 chairs, 3100. home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
753-5200
435-4027

WANT to buy 12.60 Of
14x60 or longer, older mobile home 492 8790 after
6Pen

1953 OLDS Used door
opener Rastus plow
Coonfoot harrow 2 storm
doors 1 window Trail 70
Honda, 72173 cad glass
Other mac 753-0790
ALPINE stereo system
w/12 woofers. equalizer, 2
amps mid-range speakers
498-8669 after 5pm

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavaong. inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt. white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
FRESH fish, live or
dressed Call 753-5693,
Murray Bait Co
KILL ROACHES. Buy ENFORCER CverNite Road,
Spray. or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back, GUARANTEED! Available at Murray
Home and Auto, North Side
Shopping Center. Murray,
KY
LET us make your clothes
maternity. uneforms. sportswear, manograming, alterations and repairs Ruth's
See and Sew. Dtailliand
Shopping C•nt•r,
753-6961
MILDONAIREll elliat0e4AIRES, PANGBURN'S
CANDY IS BACK IN MURRAY. Charlie. Sate T
Pharmacy

111211
Appleriow
LARGE microwave with
Large capability, $125 Call
for more information
753-6063
REFRIGERATOR, stove,
washer end dryer, good
condition 3548528
210
%woad

Pe
75;

FO
2br

C81

dcx
phi

1111C

hes
qua
Pet

FUI
or 2
Aka
mei
753

HA;
KY,
rnUt
or d
unit
mor
Hoc

NE%
fn

Peal
util
753-

NIC
tral
Pepe
No
492-

3110

WHITE restaurant china
Commercial electric 6 burner stove and oven Cash
register Condiment ref
Call Brass Lantern Restaurant, 474-2773

BIKE- Raleigh Marathon,
excellent condition. I2-sp ,
21' Car stereo- Alpine
7181 digital. ankrim, cassette, 18 station pre-set,
bass/treble control
753-6318

Apply at the

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

40% Discount Ind Run, 60% Discount Seal Run.
(AR 3 Ads Meet ass WOW* 6 Day Period.)
111.15
Weems inch tetra for
.

TRANSPORTATION

not
Notice

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tamed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1-800-649-3804

EfTectire Jan 2 1891,

Display Ads

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

12u
230
250
290
530

err,,

Classified Ad Rates

Days

Rental
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent or Lease

iy

shuuld ts: reported immedialciy sir currecturna can be made

SERVICES

It I: %I. ESTATE

tat

&

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Slaturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

1NOISF.

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
.1n Memory
Lost & Found

ALIJ I 7, I NIL\

TO PLACE AN Al) CALL

Business
Rentals
OFFICE or retail space in
Southside Shooting Center, 753-4509. 753-6632
110

"We
To Rent
WANTED House to rent
Professional couple moving to area seeks nice
house in Murray NY. 2503
sq ft or more Please send
name, phone number and
PROPERTY ADDRESS to
PD Box 1040-E, Murray.
KY

RJR HOME REPAIRS

S
01.
tr

General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

mem

Bic
cor

FOR RENT

220
WOW
PIANO tuning and repair
75139661

New Commercial
Building

wit
gar

On Industrial Road

1E3
COINS and STAMPS are
popular A new seleceon of
stamps is now available at
The Book Rack (in Murray
at Doioeland Shopping Center) and Decades Ago On
Hazel) These stores also
eel coins, proof sew, siNer
dollars, collector supplies
You may also visit us at
Toonervillie Trolley (in
Hazel), Treasure House
(Soutaide manor in Murray) and the Mercantile
(Aurora) We buy coins and
sumps and appraise..tats CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS, 753-4161

lushes,
Serviess
PRIVATE Investigator
DR A Confidential Investigations, Southern, Shopping Center, 94.4a 1102.
Murray, 753-2641

Office & Warehouse Space
5000 sq. ft.

753-5976 days
436-2795 nights

NO DOWN PAYMENT
BUILT ON YOUR LOT
New 3 BR Ranch. Energy efficient, brick home with 2 full
baths,fireplace, central heat and
air, vaulted ceiling, dishwasher,
range, wall to wall carpeting,
skylight, conventionally built on
crawl space over 1550 sq. ft. for
only $47,900.

TAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Since 1958

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

Basement & Garage Optional

Roi
Bei
,1•••••

Thres
dinin
nnds.
septsc
Se

711 14,
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CLASSIFIEDS
328

Azi=i

ta=

1 2, 3 or 48R furnished
apartments, nos, neer
versity 753-6111 daytime,
753-0606 aphis
'

1BR air, 31br apartments,
trailers, duplexes, and
houses $200-$400/m o
Cal Coleman RE for details 753-90398
1BR lurnahed apartment
near hospital Deposit required 492-8662 after
40cri
1BR near campus,
$220mo, 1 yew lease and
deposit no pets pweal uelrbes paid 759-99030 leave

NOW Leasing, Bradford
Townhouses, 904-906
Southwood Dr Spaaous 2
bedroom IA bah with lots
cil eons One apartment
wadable June 19e1 Four
evadable Aug 15th CaN
753-1851 rays, 753-3843
or 759-9789 nights

2BR, 1 bath brick duplex,
garage with electric
opener, all appliances included No pets $450/mo
Days, 753-7688 Nights,
759-4703.
28R brick, shade No pets
$286mo 753-6931
28R duplex, central h/a,
appliances Ideal for retired
persons $300/mo
753-8096 753-2633
FOR rent, very spacious
2br, 2 bath, duplex with
carport, utility room, french
door off patio area, appliances furnished with
microwave, centred air, gas
heat. $475/mo Lease requwed , 1 month deposit No
pets 753-2905
FURNISHED. efficiency, 1
or 2br apartments No pets
Also, sleeping moms Zimmerman Apts, S 16th St
753-6609
HAZEL Apartments. Hazel,
KY, is how renting. You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled New 1 and 2br
units 502-527-8574 for
more information Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 1000 sq ft apartment Gas heat, appliances. Wetly room, low
utilities
$380/mo
753-8828
NICE 2br apartment, central h/a, Iva Neat, employed persons preferred
No pets 641 South
492-8634

AKC German Shepard
puppies and adults from
champion sires Free and
up 436-2858
AKC registered German
Shepard puppies 6w1,s
father imported from Ger
many Female, $100 Male
$125 753 5705 7536111

TAKING applications for
sedan 8 rent subsidized
ape/Monts 1, 2 & 3 bed- AKC Yorlueg, Etwks old first
rooms Apply Holkfale Apte set of shots parents of
$250
Hardin, Ky or call property,
90 1 3 5 2 7 0 1 8
or
502-437-4113 EHO
901-352-2009
DAISY Grooming Satur
day, by appointment
75.17819

Houses
Per Rea

MeWell

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. 753-4109.

Pubis
Sale

2BR newly redecorated
house at 920 N 18th St
Call 753-1266, ask for Ron
or Paulette
38R house in Murray. central H/A
$375/mo
753-8668

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

SHIH-TZU AKC shots and
wormed excellent blood
line, temperament Reaso
3BR with gas heat, nably
priced
$330/mo plus deposit.
502 472 3802 days
753-9828
502-355-2887 nights and
weekends
ain
Fee Real
din
Or Leese
Public
38R, 2 bath condo in ArrShe
ay for sale or lease
FARRIS Auction Company
753-3293
W Dan Farris, Auctioneer
CREEKVIEW Self storage P0 Box 149 Hazel KY
warehouses on Center (502) 492-8796/8795 We
Drive behind Shoney s appraise and sell it all
520-$40/mo 759-4081

LAST WEEK
OF CRAFT
LIQUIDATION
SALE!!
We Will Close
The Doors For
Good On
Saturday
May 30, 1992.
Hours:
Tuesday-Friday
8:00-4:00
Saturday10:00-5:00
111 E. Poplar St.

YARD SALE

37a
Lives***
Supplies
BULLS AND HEIFERS
Performance Tested SIM
MENTAL and MAINE ANJOU crossbred service
age Beta and Heifers Only
the very top performers of
hired for sale All animals
health tested and guaranteed Smith Broadbent
Farms, Cadiz, KY 42211
Day 502-235-5182, Night
502-235-5170
HOGS for sale, any size
available Call between
4-10pm 436-2041
HUDSON Company Sad
dles. Brides & Horse supplies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
753-6763

Office of Shady
Oaks, Hwy 121
Wed., May 27 Fri., May 29
Children's
clothes size
5, adults
clothes and
lots of odds
& ends.

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916

KOPPERUD REALTY ofors a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222
ON Tennessee's KentUcky
Lake By owner, only 1 mile
to Pans Landing State Park
from your private drive All
underground utilities, two
1+ acre lots, 150+ ft lake
frontage $35,000 each
901-232-8392
RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
Bob Haley Bel-Air Center.
1 -502 -753 -SOLD,
1-800-369-5780

EXCELLENT bake% lot,
175'x300 underground
eleanc dose proximity to
Oaks Country Club Loomed 1 mole south Hwy 94
on Oaks Road $16,500
For more information. call
753 3197 or 759-1043

NEW 3bir LR, DR, 2 bathe,
bLatt-in range wad MiC70WWI*, 01WIII01 hit, quality
oak cabinets walk-in
closet, excellent loaaton
753-5661

NEW 40‘. Lcl, OR, 28,
LOT in Southwest Villa walk-in doom,central h/a, 3
Subdivision, 120x150, tars, butt-in, sett cleaning
Frigidaire range, Pana753-6131 after 5pm
sonic microwave, disposal.
WOODED lot in Lynwood oak cabinets,
excellent loHeights City water, natural Gabon
753-5561
gas, cablewsion, hard are.
tare roads 3 3/10 miles on NEW 5br, LA, 26 central
94 west from Murray City h/a, carport budt-in range,
Limits 753-5841 or microwave, disposal
Adaptable to many family
753-1566
sizes, excellent location
753-5561
Ate
NEW first offering Excellent location, adaptable to
newlyweds, growing twni1 MILE horn Murray 2800
lies, retirees, built-ins
sq ft 3 or 4br, 2 bath, large
753-5561 or 759-1610
den central 1-4/01, double
garage fireplace wAnsert. NEWLY decorated home
storage building, sun room, new Kirksey, 3br, 2A bath,
patio Newly decorated, 2 car garage Approxi759-1867
mately 2000 sq It Irving
space
Very nice
280 brick downtown Low
489-2454
price Small down pay
ment Low monthly pay- 380 brick, large Laity, douments Move in condition tile garage, firepLeoa insert,
immediate possession 6 acres 753-2233
753-3690
BEAUTIFUL home, excel3BR. 1 bath, den, 1 2acres, lent location, all the extras.
2 car garage, storage bldg priced to sell 753-7903
94 West.6 miles near Lynn
COMFORTABLE lake front
Grove 435-4006 after
Irving in this 3br,
bath
4 30pm
home on Kentucky Lake
380, 2 bath home. central Two level decks for outH/A, newly decorated door pleasure and heat
large yard, good location pump for central heating
Low $70's Call 753-5644 and cooling Modestly priced at $66,000, MLS
after 5pm
*3788 Contact Kopperud
IMMEDIATE occupancy
Realty, 753-1222
with this immaculate 3br, 2
bath home in excellent
neighborhood Many re- NICE 3br brick house, carcent improvements make port, utility buildings, large
the price right. $70's. Newly list, fenced, northwest seclisted MLS *4122 Contact tion of town new university.
Kopperud Realty, low 40's, cal 753-8149 after 5pm
753-1222
MAINTENANCE free 2br REPOSSESSED house lohome with central H/A, cated on 94 east, 12 miles
fenced yard and deck Of- out. Needs repairs.
fered m the $30's MLS 502-247-4183
O3984 Contact Kopperud THINKING of Building?
Realty, 753-1222
Why not a log home?
Model/residence at mile 6,
Hwy 280, east of Murray.
49n
For information and appointment, call 4362040.
Nome
Far Saki

470

Kingins
Construction Inc.
For All Your Construction Needs
Commercial & Residential
Fully Insured & Bondable
Free Estimates

Phone 435-4619
Mathis Transmission

OLDSMOBILE
1992 Olds Delta 88 Royal - Red SOLD
1992 Olds Delta 88 Royal - Lt. Blue
1992 Olds Delta 88 Royal - Silver
1992 Olds Ninety Eight Elite - Gray
1992 Olds Toronado Trofeo - Silver
1992 Olds Achieva SL - Red
1992 Olds Cutlass Supreme - White
1992 Olds Cutlass Supreme - Sliver SOLD *-...
1992 Olds Clera - While
1991 Olds Cutlass Supreme - Tart SOLD
1989 Olds Ciera - Red.Earl.
1988 Olds Ninety Eight Brougham - Silver
1985 Olds Delta 88 Royal - Black

EE

Service
753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic R• standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

Smith Masonry &
"r.-> Home Improvement
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For a Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
PHONE

502-437-3026

iro. Rimmir ES

N

CLASSIC PlUINCH PROVINCIAL

Three bedroom, 2 bath borne with formal living end
dining roan., pima den City water and gee,
Pull.
window., new carpet, vinyl, central beet and
air, and
septic system. Many other recent improvement. Priced
•t 11/19,900

Kopperud Realty
711 Mein At.

$18,900
$15,900
$17,900
$20,900
$22,900
$15,500
$15,500
$15,500
$13,500
$12,900
$6,900
$9,900
$4,300

BUICK

624 N. 4th St.. Murray

Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky 42025

lioloroyche

7113-1421

1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1991
1990
1987

Buick
Buick
Buick
Buick
Buick
Buick
Buick
Buick

Century - Red
Century - Gray
Regal - Blue
Regal - White
Park Ave - Red
Century - White
Park Ave. - White
Century - Silver SOLD

$13,900
$13,900
$14,900
$14,900
$
$2
112,9(3°
00
$14,900
$4,900

1882 YAMAHA 550, 1987
Yamaha YZ80 759-1974,
753-3108

KAWASAKI Police 1000
new tires, new battery, engine rebuilt 2995
753-0331
450

Pontiac - Oldsmobile - Cadillac - Buick
1300 121 Bypass • Murray, Ky.
7 3-5315

1966 CHEVROLET El Ca
mono, tingle red nice median* 283 engine, aiAo
Carts taele Chevrolet 610
Blazer grey over 1.71v9f original Is.., auto Para
itsit Tahoe pivo Serous
inquiries only 354-8600 atter Spin

1987 PLYMOUTH Turismo, auto ps/pb, a/c,
sharp one owner car
753-4128 after 5pm
'988 HONDA Prelude SI
wiews red volalaci‘ interior,
lully loaded including
power moon roof 53xxx
miles 753-0639 alter rlan

1091 GRAND Am red
4-door auto 17xxx males
many extra* exceaent con
dition $10 500 Before
3prri, 489-2268
CAR Stereo Installation
7534113, Sunset Boule
yard Music Murray s Alpine Car Audio Specialist
Dixieland Gensw 1 block
from 1ASU dorms

1970 VW Beetle, rebuilt 1989 CHEVY Corsica, pia
engine good body, firm pb air auto arrvfm cas753-4128 after 5pm
sette,70xxx miles
DATSUN and Toyota used
1980 BLACK Mazda RX7 435-4006 after 4 3m
parts 474-0116
needs dutch Asking $900 1990 GRAND Am blue
GRADUATION Specials
753-9826
must sell may tali* over
1988 Cutlass Supreme,
payment, 0E10 753-6797
2-door, V-8 automatic,
1981 REGAL, needs transmission, starter and ONO.- 1991 DODGE Shadow, teal loaded. only 12,000 miles
up $550 060 753-4370 green, immaculate, 6,000 1988 Cavalier, 4-door
miles, ph. air bap, cruise automatic. 34.000 miles
1981 VW Rabat diesel, 763-3113
Rick's Vinyl Roofs
92,000 moles good shape,
753-9872
dependable transportation
753-1136
1982 CHEVROLET Im
pets, excellent mechanical
*hape $1,000 762-4454
1983 OLDS Cutlass Cora
753-3662

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAIIIMETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORPUNG

All Types Of:

1984 CHEVY Impala, good
condition 753-0445
1984 MERCURY Topaz
LS, auto, pa/pb.4-door. ac
117xxx miles, driven daily
6900(oeo) 753-1323 Al
ter 5pm, 753-5763
1984 PONTIAC Bonneville
grey, loaded 753-7580 after 5pm
1986 CHEVY Cavalier,
2-door, 1111-back auto, ps/
pb. at, excellent condition
10xxx on factory remanmotor 753-4128 after 5 pm
1987 CHEVROLET Spectrum, 43xxx miles, factory
warranty, a/c, 5-speed
40mpg 436-5522
1987 MERCURY Cougar,
maroon, excellent condition, extra clean 489-2676

e
'NZ\

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom

40g SJNBuRY haviR
,
R
53.
A., ,Erna Eiunny Einoac

1.
.WM&V.1.--.A
A
.
\2'
..
14.
'

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators
freezers - ssashers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-127O

Steele-Allbritton, Inc.

Like new, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, home Beautiful, 4 bedroom, 2 bath,
home
located in Martin Heights Subdivi- located on waterfront Horne
may be
sion. Additional features include purchased with 2 Iota, or additional
lots
fenced-in back yard, patio, breakfast are available. Extra features
include
room. Call Bill Fandrich at MTG Real patio, heat pump,detached
carport and
Estate, 763-4000.
outbuildings. Must see this immaculate
home to appreciate. Call, Bill Fandrich
at MTG Real Estate, 763-4000.

Au*

3 bedroom,2 bath home and lot located
only 3 miles East of Murray. Features
include central gas heat/central electric
a/c; outbuilding Call Bill Fandrich at
MTG Real Estate/Better Homes and
Gardena at 763-4000.

Commercial lot with 2,600 sq ft.
bldg., 8-points. Call Bill Fandrich at
MTG 763-4000.

flysheet

Call Bill Faricirich 753-4000

NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign and
domestic, dew aid smoke
tint $19.50/es. Pick-up bed
mats $34 50/eat Key Auto
Pars Hwy 121S 753-5500

MTG Estate
IiBetter
Rill Fandrich

I dillH9IPM.

•

PONTIAC

Purdom Motors Inc.

Used
Cars

1986 25011 4-wheeler, excellent condition
753-3731.

YARD
SALE
SEASON

1992 Pontiac Bonneville SE - White/Gray
$18,900
1992 Pontiac Bonneville SE - Red SOLD
$18,900
1992 Pontiac Bonneville SE - White/Red
$17,900
1992 Pontiac Bonneville SE - Blue
$17,900
1992 Pontiac Grand Am - White
$13,900
1992 Pontiac Sunbird - White
$9,900
1991 Pontiac 6000 LE - Red
$12,900
1991 Pontiac Grand Am - Blue
$10,900
1990 Pontiac Sunbird Convertible - White SOLD....
$9,900
1987 Pontiac Bonneville LE..
$6,900
CADILLAC
1992 Cadillac Seville - White a21:1
$37,500
1992 Cadillac Eldorado - White
$31,900
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - White/Red
SAVE
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - Silver 3:11M
SAVE
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - Lt. Blue
SAVE
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - White/Red
SAVE
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - White/Blue SOLD
SAVE
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - Dark Plum
SAVE
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille Red
SAVE
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - White/Cloth Soto
SAVE
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - Gray Soto
$22,900
1990 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - Maroon
$17,500
1989 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - White
$14,900
1989 Cadillac Sedan DeVIII• - Beige
S13,900
1988 Cadillac Seville - White
$9,900
1988 Cadillac Seville - White/Red
$9,900
NEW ARRIVALS
1992 Pontiac Bonneville SE - Red/Red, 7,xxx miles
1992 Pontiac Grand Prix - White/Red, 9,xxx miles ,-,ot
1992 Olds Cutlass Clore - Blue/Blue, 10,xxx miles
1992 Olds Delta 88 Royal - Beige Metallic, 12xxx miles
1992 Olds Bravada AWD - Bright Red, 6,xxx miles
1992 Olds Bravada AWD - White 5 xxx miles

Used
Cars

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
'7.50
'12.50
'15.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
'Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
the

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
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CLASSIFIEDS

Ni1SU Honor Students

SWAM

Sontag
011enut
1979 CHEVY and 1981
Ford conversion vane, excellent condition. loaded wi
extras 436-2558
Llsol
Timis
1970 CHEVROLET pickup 'h ton V-5, auto,
753-5138
1978 CHEW Liar prtik-up,
4 cyl 4-speed, long bad,
cold air, only $1350
759-4510 altar 5pm
1988 ISUZU pick-up, ear,
5-speed, A ton. 50xxx
miles 435-4006 after
43m
1992 DODGE Dakota LE,
extended cab. 4x4, loaded,
under 10 000 miles
492 8565

Csaimat
1975 AIR Stream, 31. rear
bath awnings al around,
Michelin tires, A-1 condition Also used trailer
retches 753-0114
21)
Boas
& Wen
IC POLARCRAFT Jon
boat. 40hp Johnson, lee
well 'ocelots nice crappie
boat, 753-9872
1981 PROCRAFT Bass
boat, 150hp Mercury honing motor depth finder and
haler $4503 436-5866
1988 CHEETAH ski boat,
166 130hp, I/O. low
hours. excellent condition
$7.000 489-2120
FOR sale or trade. nice
1981 Skeeter bass boat,
90hp, I TA ' 1978 Marque,
8-Slip, 164 1970 Sea
Sport, V-6, 184' 35 Evinrude 110 and 65 Marc
parts and do repairs
759-2543
GRUMMAN 15 yellow
sport canoe, Ch hp Evinrude, oars, life vests. scarcely used.$500 759-1367
HOUSE boat for see 35',
sic, twin engine Call
753-3536

A1A Landscaping and
groundkeeping. mulch,
trimming mowing, hauling,
and tree remove Maim or
minor clean-up 492-8254
Al TREE Service Stump
remove/ and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 jitter
5pm 759-9816, 753-0495
A-1 YARD mowing, light
hauling and tree trimming
436-2102 ask for Paul
A LIGHT hauling, tee tramrung, yard mowing Free
estimates Tim Lamb,
436-2528
ALPHA Builders- Carpentry. remodeling. porches.
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
AL'S hauling yard work.
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759-1683

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Witsbrighouse,
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848
A TO Z Services General
contracting. electrical,
plumbing, rooting, carpentry. yard and house mares
mince Free Gaon-tales Al
work guaranteed Call
436-2868
A Tree Trimming and light
hauling. Free estimates
436-2102, ask for Luke
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664
BLOCK. brick concrete finishing Basements footings, garages drives
was 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett
BOB'S Plumbing Service
Installations and repairs, all
guaranteed 753-4355.
753-1134
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
489-2691 after 5pm
BULLDOZING, backhoe,
septic systems. Horace
Shofar. 354-8161
CARPENTRY, framing,
roofing foundations
436-5598
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bobber, 759-1247
CARPET binding and hinging Engel' Custom Design
Carpets 753-7614
anytime
CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812
CHIIA Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senor
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COLSON Brothers concrete work, residential or
commercial No lob too big
or small Free estimates
Call between 4-10pm,
436-2041
COLSON'S Home Repair
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing
436-2575 after 5pm
COMPLETE 200amp
haler pole services ready
to instal, meets all West
Kentucky RECC requirements Call 502-492-8208
after lpm
* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Floor Repair, Windows,
White or Silver Roo(
Coating, Siding, Porches
Decks.
We now carry Everkirk Vinyl Skirting.
Sliding Storm Windows,
Doors, Single - Drnorid
Window
#190
Combo With Diamond
Window
IMO
Delivery & installation
rid Single Doom
#40 Combo Doors
Miller
Air Conditioning

MOM 502-492-848*
*

Hwy. 641
Huel

*

CONCRETE knitsterva 13
years experience
4374675
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Served Coinplate installation and service Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM hay baling,
square bales, by tie bale or
on shares Ago, hay and
wheat straw for sate Phone
492-8861
DIAL Builders New additions, new homes, pole
barns total remodeling No
iciti too small 436-5272
DRYWALL, finishing repairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FULL SONIC* Lawn Care
City or county, free estimates 436-2744
GALLOWAY Roofing Specializing in new roofs, reroofs and tear-offs
Guaranteed work Springlime 10% savings
502-753-7941
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint
irig Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 489-2267
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specificafions Call Sears 753-2310
for free esornate
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No fob too
small 436-20152
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
JAMES C Gallimore
Electric Fast, efficient,
courteous service
759-1835

POOFESSIONAL
PAM/1HG

104 N. 13th St.
753-8823
FREE ESTATES
Interior and
Exhorter

Contract Bridge
Imaginative Defense
East dealer
Both sides vulnerable_
NORTH
•104
•J 5
• A 93 2
49 76 4 3
WEST
EAST
+9763
•J 8 5 2
•K Q 10 9
p8642
•K J
• 10 86
•K 8 2
•J 5
SOUTH
•AKQ
•A 7 3
•Q 7 5 4
•A Q 10
The bidding:
East
South West
North
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — king of hearts.
Assume you're West and start out
by leading the K-Q- 10 of hearts,
declarer winning the third round
with the ace Your partner played
high-low to the first two tricks and
followed to the third, so apparently
he also started with four hearts.
South now leads the A-Q ofclubs,
and you properly take the queen
with the king This is because there's
no holding possible with which you
could gain by ducking the queen,but
there are several holdings South
could have with which you could lose

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chranwi 492-8742
SMALL Engine Repair
Service and repair most
models 12 years experience Factory trained
Wheel Horse, Kubota.
Toro, Noma, Sachs
Irma, Huaqvarna Polaris.
AN. Call Tim, 753-5299
Tree & Stump
PLUMBING
Free esti- SUREWAY
Removal Insured with full
mates Affordable rate fine
of equipment Free esSame day service Ai wort timates
Day or night,
guaranteed 492-8816
753-5484
PROFESSIONAL
T C Dinh Repair and MainYour vinyl siding expert 14 tenance
yews local expenence Call rug SewerElect
1210/1212 Main
Tim Bailey, 753-9481
Street 753-6111 office,
REFINISHING, stripping, 753-0606 after 5pm
custom woodworking
753-8056
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
ROCKY COLSON Home Service Center. dewingRepair Roofing, siding, servicing $15; most repairs
painting, plumbing, con- $35; all braids 3rd Street,
crete Free estimates Call Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn , 753-0530
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock haul- WEST Ky Aluminum Put
ing, gravel,sand, dirt, drive- an end to costly painang
way rock 753-4545, and draft windows with Alcoa Siding and Certain
753-6763
Teed Replacement WinSEPTIC TANK SERVICE dows Bill Speed,
Repair, replacement, new 492-8103
installation pumping sewers. footings, basements WILL break and disk garBackhoe-loader service dens and do bushhogging.
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515 753-3413

by ducking,
East's jack falls on your king,
indicating that declarer has the ten.
It is at this point that you should be
very careful about what you do next.
For example,if you cashed your nine
of hearts, South would discard his
ten of clubs and easily score nine
tricks.
But resisting the impulse to cash
the heart nine at this juncture is not
good enough. Given declarer's opening two notrump bid and what you
can see in your own hand and
dummy,it is a virtual certainty that
if South is allowed to score four club
tricks, he is sure to make the contract.
Accordingly,in an attempt to cut
him off from dummy, you should
shift to the king of diamonds! If you
make this play. South goes down
one; if you don't. South makes the
contract
While the king of diamonds is
admittedly an unusual play, this
doesn't mean that it in an impossible
play to find. On the contrary, you
have all the information necessary
to justify it. It is true that declarer
may have a hand where he can make
the contract regardless of what you
do at trick six. But it is also true that
the king of diamonds is the only play
that gives you a chance to defeat the
contract when it can be defeated

Tomorrow: Holman's choice.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mesa
manufacasers Most pans
in stook, on my truck Al
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
plaice Works. 753-245A
WILL do mowing and light
hauling 753-4355
YARD mowing, trimming,
odd pobs Hauling, mulch,
gravel, din, sealing drive
ways Fr•• eatimetes
436-5601
YARD miming landscap
rig, tree MITIT1119. and tree
removal Free esernates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill.
753-2674.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
Minimum gutters, vanety
of colors Licensed, insured Esernate available
75D-4690

PAINTING wrtenor and exterior Quality work Over
20 years expenence Ralph
Worley 436-5625
PAINTING. deem and es
terror Free esemales, reasonable rafts 436-2761
PLUMBING repaiman with
same day service CM
436-5255

150
Fria

Colons
BLONDE and while mixed
puppies 435-4578
FREE puppets. 7idul old.
753-1561 after 5pm.
FREE to good home, good
guard arid mole dog. 1 year
cad female 492-8153

Humane Society Summer
Youth Camps set for June
Coordinators of the Humane Society's new Summer Youth Camps have
polished up details for the camps
which begin in June. The camp for6-8
year-olds starts June 15 and ends June
19. The camp for 9-11 year-olds will
be held June 22-26. Both camps will
run from 9-12 each morning.
Cost for the camps are $25 per
child; families which have more than
one child attending either camp receive a discount of $5 per child.
Kandy Carstens, one of the parentvolunteers in charge of the camps
said, This is an exciting new step for
the Society, and we have lois of fun
activities planned for the Lids. Campers will learn a lot and have a great
time, too!"

Half-a-head found
in student's New
York apartment

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors 8
frames with woodgran formica, at COlOftt. Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Instillation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
MOODY'S Mower Repair,
pick-up and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
MOW yards, tree work and
light hauling 436-5235
NEED your gutters cleaned
or repaired''? Call 753-0834

Oland

MINEOLA, N.Y.(AP) — Police
charged a pre-med student with
possession of stolen property after
his landlord discovered half a
human head in his Long Island
apartment.
Police, called to the scene by the
landlord Monday, charged Jason
Paluck after he told them he was a
student at Adelphi University and
had taken the head from one of his
classes, said Nassau County police
Detective Robert Tedesco.
Paluck, 22, was released on an
appearance ticket until a hearing in
District Court in Hempstead June
9, Tedesco said.
The head was taken to a medical
examiner's office in East Meadow.

Texas to become
35th state to
begin lottery
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Texas
will become the 35th in the nation
with a lottery Friday, when ticket
sales are expected to reach up to
$25 million.
"The first day of ticket sales
should be like the first day of
Christmas shopping season," said
lottery spokesman Steve Levine.
Levine predicted the lottery,
approved by voters in November,
will sell $17 million to $25 million
worth of tickets the first day.
"We expect that over the first
three months, at least 60 percent of
all adult Texans will buy at least
one ticket," Levine said.
The lottery initially will offer
only an instant scratch-off game,
with prizes of up to $I million.
Weekly lotto drawings are planned
to begin in the fall.

The Summer Youth Camp Program
is new this year and if successful will
become a regular part of the Society's
educational outreach efforts. Cheryl
Polichette, another of the camp leaders noted, "These camps will introduce youngsters to the fun of observing nature as they learn new ways to
protect the environment" The campers will also play animal-related
games, make crafts, get to know the
residents of the Animal Shelter, and
learn about kindness to people and
animals.
Because enrollment is limited to
10-12 youngsters per camp, parents
should call soon to reserve space for
their child or chidren. All registrations
must be in by June 5. To register, or
for more information, call 753-3627.

Dr. Robert H. McGaughey III, chairman of the Murray State University Department of Journalism and Radio-Television presented
awards to four outstanding seniors at the university's annual Honors
Day program May 8. Pictured are (from left) Carmen Stearns,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Stearns of Buncombe, Ill., Outstanding Advertising Major; J. Cherie Walker, daughter of Don and Janey
Weyeneth of Sandusky, Mich., Outstanding Senior in Public Relations; Marty Jay Scarbrough, son of Jerry and Dana Scarbrough of
Murray, Outstanding Senior in Radio-Tekvision; and Melanie Buck.
lin Ellingsworth, daughter of Roger and Barbara Bucklin of Owensboro. Mrs. Bucklin, Scarbrough and Miss Stearns were also recognised as members of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and College. All the students received degrees at the 69th
annual commencement May 9.
WU photo by Barry

Read the classified ads daily!

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

#

I

BLONDI

247-8537

WARNING!

This is NOT the year
to lose your crops to hail.
Investigate CROP HAIL
Insurance at...

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt
407 Maple

753-4451

GREEINGS.
If
AHD TIIIS IS
40gBE.5

arrINTILUTI
O acnsurance
Inc

Now Is The Time To
Check Out Some
OP
Of These Or Other
Fine Properties.
Homes FOR uviroc.
11111111Miliin
Call
753-1222 or 759-1159

Unbelievable Quality in the NEW 3bedroom 2i/2 bath hone located on 5
wooded acres. Chamung sun room &
many other special features. You will
Love it_ Check it out Noce. MLS ##
3623.

Johnson

• ,v

Today it
left in au
Today's
On May
Johnson ei
two-thirds
On this
In 1521,
his religio
In 1805
In 1865,
Confederal
In 1913
In 1940,
World Wa
In 1960,
hiding a r
United Sta
In 1969,
ful eightIn 1981,
flight deck
Ten yea]
General la,
land Islam
instruction!
Five yea
line" he ha
over to the
One yew
223 people
that had in
the third c
Today's
79. Singer
sa Stratas i
is 44. Acto
Junior is 4:
is 30.
Thought
sleep. Next
—Thomas

Newly decorated with lots of space
4-bedroom -2 bath. Large garage and
over I acre. Nice SU11 room & many
extra features. MIS #4205.

CATHY
aireflE If I 5
DER P605 FROA
THE TOP Of THI
IT WOULD L00
PHYLLIS HUGGINS
Million Dollar Sel er
759-1159 - 753-1222

1.1 acres with woods & barn. City
water available. Only 3 miles from
Mumy. MLS #3486 & 3487.

GARFIELD

NEAT & SPACIOUS you will love
bedroom - 2'/i bath home
with large sun room. MLS 013468_

this split 3

Lovely 3 - bedroom 1'h bath home
located on several wooded lots. Jug•
thort distance from KY Lake JUST
REDUCED. MLS 13489.

VERY NEAT 3- bedroom I - bath
near Murray.Charming & affordable.
MI-S 14131

urSe PA

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
*Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
•call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

•

PEANUTS

and 5 acre Lou in • Nice
Subaviaion. Lou may be combined
for more saeage. Some ruination
for your protection. MIS 11840.

GREAT BUSINESS PROPERTY 3
office spaces & recqtt. arcs Located
on almost 1 acre. JUST REDUCED
Great parking & storage. MIS
#1521

RENTER'S REVENGE: You could
buy this charming 2-bedroom home
for less than you pay rent_ MIS #
3463

YOU'RE E4
CEREAL taX
LaiTiN6 FOI
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Today in History

TUESDAY, MAY 24, 1992

Looking Back

Today is Tuesday, May 26, the 147th day of 1992. There are 219 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 26, 1868, the Senate impeachment trial of President Andrew
Johnson ended with his acquival as the Senate fell one vote short of the
two-thirds majority required for conviction.
On this date:
In 1521, Martin Luther was banned by the Edict of Worms because of
his religious beliefs and writings.
In 1805, Napoleon Bonaparte was crowned king of Italy.
In 1865, arrangements were made in New Orleans for the surrender of
Confederate forces west of the Mississippi.
In 1913, Actors' Equity Association was organized.
In 1940, the evacuation of Allied troops from Dunkirk, France, during
World War Two began.
In 1960, U.N. Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge accused the Soviets of
hiding a microphone inside a wood carving of the Great Seal of the
United States that had been presented to the U.S. embassy in Moscow.
In 1969, the "Apollo Ten" astronauts returned to Earth after a successful eight-day dress rehearsal for the first manned moon landing.
In 1981, 14 people were killed when a Marine jet crashed onto the
flight deck of the aircraft carrier USS "Nimitz" off Florida.
Ten years ago: The United Nations Security council asked SecretaryGeneral Javier Perez de Cuellar to revive his role as mediator in the Falkland Islands dispute, but Perez de Cuellar replied that the Council's
instructions were too vague.
Five years ago: Former PTL leader Jim Bakker told ABC's "Nightline" he had made a "terrible mistake" in turning control of the ministry
over to the Rev. Jerry Falwell, and accused Falwell of misleading him.
One year ago: A Lauda Air Boeing 767 crashed in Thailand, killing all
223 people aboard; crash investigators blamed an engine thrust reverser
that had inexplicably deployed shortly after takeoff. Rick Mears became
the third driver to win the Indianapolis 500 four times.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Robert Morley is 84. Actor Peter Cushing is
79. Singer Peggy Lee is 72. Actor James Arness is 69. Opera singer Teresa Suatas is 53. Sportscaster Brent Musberger is 53. Singer Stevie Nicks
is 44. Actor Philip Michael Thomas is 43. Country singer Hank Williams
Junior is 43. Former astronaut Sally K. Ride is 41. Actress Genie Francis
is 30.
Thought for Today: "Man cannot long survive without air, water, and
sleep. Next in importance comes food. And close on its heels, solitude."
—Thomas Szasz, American psychiatrist.

Ten years ago
be married for 50 years on May 28.
Lisa Russell, daughter of Mr.
Twenty years ago
and Mrs. Allen Russell, and Bill
Kathryn Hardie,
Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- and MIS. Wayne daughter of Mr.
Hardie, is valedicliam F. Smith, both 1982 graduates
torian, and Phyllis Beach, daughter
of Murray High School, have been of Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Beach, is
named as Murray State University salutatorian of
the 1972 graduating
Presidential Scholars.
class at Calloway County High
The deadline for city sticker School.
Graduation exercises for
sales without a penalty is quickly the 156
seniors in the 12th graduatapproaching, according to City ing class of
Clerk Jo Crass. The deadline is according toCCHS will be May 26,
Howard Crittenden,
June 1.
principal. Most of these seniors are
New officers of Calloway Coun- students
who started to first grade
ty High School Chapter of Future
when the high school opened in the
Homemakers of America are Lisa
fall of 1960.
Chaney, Vonda Murdock, Melissa
Murray High School Tigers beat
Manning and Tonya Kirk., Marlene
South Marshall Rebels for the
Beach and Lucy Forrest are
Fourth District High School Regadvisors.
ional Tournament. Pitchers were
Births reported include a boy to
Ray Lane for Murray and Sherman
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Rogers, May
Cothran and Paul Reed for South
10; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Brent
Marshall.
Morris Jr., May 13.
Paul Maggard of Murray won
Mr. and Mrs. Hess Darnell will
"Big Bass Award" in the annual

Kentucky Bass Association
Championship.
Thirty years ago
Douglas Shoemaker, Calloway
County Court Clerk, said that a
voting machine in the courthouse
has been set up for operation. He
urged citizens of the city and county to familiarize themselves with
operation of the voting machine
and ballot before the Democratic
Primary on May 29.
W.Z. Carter has announced that
he will resign as superintendent of
Murray City Schools as of July 1,
1962, to become Director of Education of the State's Institutions
under the Department of Welfare.
Glenda Culver Smith has been
elected president of the Dames
Club at Murray State College.
An open house will be May 27 at
the new parsonage of Scous Grove
Baptist Church.
Forty years,ar

If the gods first make mad those
they wish to destroy, we must be
well on our way.
OLD-FASHIONED
IN GLENDALE

and embarrassed when I read the
letter from the Japanese American
in Denver who was offended by
George Dawson's satirical poem
about bashing the Japanese. I
thought it was very funny and symDEAR OLD-FASHIONED: pathetic to the Japanese.
Some people have further to go
I teach a class ofJapanese women
than others.I commend the phy- who are highly motivated in learnsician who enabled the preg- ing American English and culture.
nancy and believe it is always in They, too, thought the poem was
the best interest of a child to be amusing.
raised by two people who love
It would behoove the Denverite
each other.
who criticized you to take a course in
English dealing with satire.
DEAR ABBY:I wasflabbergasted
A JAPANESE AMERICAN

Daily Comics
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

WELL, SINCE WEkE.

FecA

DID IOU DO 114. 4014EWORe

NOW
W14"1
NOT

gEckusz TWO
AZO, I WENT TO
TUE. FUTURE TO
GET IT

IES,14, AND 1•IF_Rf
I AM! 4411ERE
IS IT ?!
TI1ATS
WT

SAO TWO
KOS KO'

I KNEW
WZIULD
NEVER WOK

TIllS

MOT
ALrakt5,
P0813FS

CATHY
MAYBE If I STUFF
DER P605 FROM MY

THE SHOULBLIX/SE IN
THE TOP Of T165 BATHING SUIT
IT WOULD LOOK BETTER—

[WE, HEE.. SMOULDER PADS IN
THE TOP ARO I'LL WEAR SUPPORT PANTYHOSE LINDER THE
8011081 OF THE SUIT.. NEE, WE...

ORESSIN6
ROM IS sioNITORED BY
STORE PERSONNEL.

DEAR ABBY:This may not seem
like a big problem, but here goes:
What is the polite response to someone who asks,-Are you wearing colored contact lenses — or are your
eyes really that color?"
I would never dream of walking
up to a stranger and asking, Ill -Do
you have false teeth? Or are they
capped?"(21"Do you dye/bleach your
hair?"(31 "Is that a wig/toupee?"141 ,
rHave you had a face-lift?"
I consider these questions very
personal and would like your opinion, as well as a,great reply.
GREEN I EYED1 WITH ANGER

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

It wasn't until he got home that Sahib realized the
dang thing had no front end.

DEAR DR GOTT Our son who is
now 15 experienced periods of apparent sleep apnea as an infant. He now
has learning disabilities, is far below
his grade level and is irritable and difficult to manage In addition, he's had

Crosswords
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

ACROSS

GARFIELD
LET'S C./0 SEE
WIT

WERE,OPIE!
TAKE IT!
TAKE IT!
TAKE IT!

1 Bungling
actor. slang
4 "Peyton —'
9 Afternoon
social
12 Fuss
13 King of birds
14 Electrified
particle
15 Hinder
17 Not flippant
19 Simpletons
21 — a la mode
22 Karyn of
'*The Fresh
Prince of
Bel Air'
25 Pitchers
29' — Thee I
Sing '
30 A Williams
32 Chair
33 Colorado
Indian
35 Partners

1

2

3

Falsehood
Pianist Peter
Retains
Martin ID
Hauls with
effort
45 Bill Murray
film
47 Legal matter
49 "Spenser
For —"
50 "Down These
Mean —"
54 Wants
57 Also
58 Pot —
60 New Zealand
parrot
61 Still
62 Twirls
63 ''Desk

4 Act
5 - Law
6 Mature
7 Applaud
8 Uncanny
9 Stalemate
10 Dawn

1 Possessed
2 Fruit drink
3 Engine

6

7

9

9

22

17
WI

21

16

24
3oUUU

25
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CEREAL WWILE YOU'RE
WAITING FOR THE E305?

DEAR JAPANESE AMERICAN:Thanks for defending me.
And in response to your very
flattering"PS,"— the answer is
yes.

DEAR CURIOUS:I would have
told the nephew and his wife."It
is customary to wait until the
will is read to disclose that information."Period.

L.ff7_, n'EHirr,(pn

WARNING - Tills

Was HIGH WEIS! .TA,DA!
HA, HA! -TA..... .

YOL/RE EATING COLD

P.S. Abby, are you a descend r •
ofSolomon?

DEAR GREEN-EYED: An appropriate response to any ofthe
above questions:
(Al"If you'll forgive me for not
answering,! will forgive you for
asking."
03) "Why do you want to
know?"
(C)"How could that possibly
concern you?" — which is a polite version of,"It's none of your
business."
DEAR ABBY: My 85-year-old sister-in-law was recently visited by
her nephew and his wife who live in
Wisconsin.
During their three-day visit, this
nephew and his wife tried desperately — without being point-blank
— to find out who was named in her
will, and to what extent.
Abby. if you were that sister-inlaw, how would you have handled
that awkward situation?As you may
have guessed,there was quite a lot of
money involved.
CURIOUS IN IOWA

CALVIN and HOBBES
ME. PAST, I SUPPOSE IOU
KNOW WV-11 WE'RE wERE

The goal of $500 for the Cancer
Drive in Calloway County has been
attained, according to Mrs. W.J.
Gibson, chairman of the Canal
Drive for the Murray Woman's
Club.
Brown C. Tucker of Murray was
elected Commander of First District of Veterans of Foreign Wars at
the encampment held May 25 at
Murray Woman's Club House.
About 70 delegates from the Purchase area attended.
James Outland, Mason Billington, Junior Cherry, Charles Dodd,
Charles Jackson arid Pat Redden
are new officers of Murray Training School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America.
Wanda Vance and Airman Third
Class Howard Coy were married
May 20 at Corinth, Miss.
The Rev. and Mrs. Leonard Cole
attended the Southern Baptist Convention held at Miami, Fla.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: I work in a hospital. Two of our social workers have
had a long-standing lesbian relationship. Recently, one of them had
artificial insemination and gave birth
to a baby boy.
I kpow that...many children are
raised by their mothers with very
little parental input from their fathers, but I feel that the raising of
this boy by a lesbian couple cannot
be in the best interest of the child. I
am left to ponder the extreme selfishness ofthese two women,and the
motive ofthe physician who enabled
this pregnancy.

BLONDIE

GREETINGS. 30 CALVIN AND
110036S! IM 6 30 CALVIN
A,ND 1.141S IS 6 30 14068ES!
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goddess
11 Picnic pest
16 Orient
18 Tidings
20 Move about
furtively
22 16 on
23 Later
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26 Lamprey
27 Lift
28 Stalks
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34 Baseball stat
36 Dashes
39 Monster
41 Father
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51 Pedal digit
52 Decay
53 Capuchin
monkey
55 River in
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with the removal of adenoids two
years ago. Could his long-term problems with mental and emotional development be related to the sleep apnea of 15 years prior?
DEAR READER. Sleep apnea. the
periodic cessation of automatic
breathing during sleep, is estimated
to affect up to 4 percent of adults, in
whom it of ten causes snoring and day-

time fatigue
In infants, whose nervous systems
have yet to develop fully, sleep apnea
is a potentially serious disorder that
frequently leads to unpredictable and
sudden fatalities (-crib deaths-) No
one knows the cause of sleep apnea in
young children Many experts believe
that because of underdeveloped nervous sYstems, these children are not

stimulated to breathe normally, essentially, their respiratory centers
cannot respond to low blood oxygen.
usually a strong stimulus for respiration Of course, some children with

brain disorders, such as hydrocephalus. may have apnea BECAUSE of the
disorders
Therefore, in your son's case. I cannot judge whether his sleep apnea was
the result of some brain damage perhaps incurred during the birth process)or whether his mental problems
are caused by the apnea Either
choice could be correct - as could the
final one His sleep apnea and mental
development are separate, unrelated
issues I suggest you ask your pediatrician to clarify the issue
I cannot close without pointing out
that the cause of your son's difficulties is really unimportant at this
stage Rather, the crucial issue is how
best to handle the situation now For
example, if your son has dyslexia
(learning disability), he can be helped
by special training and schooling If

he is suffering from adjustment problems, these can be treated by professional counselors Perhaps he should
see a neurologist for nervous system
testing Ask the pediatrician about
this
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Health Matters

LNew CenterImprovesJob Safety
Each business and
industry has specific
healthcare needs just as
do individuals. MurrayCalloway County Hospital
and Murray State University
are helping businesses
create safer workplaces
for their employees.
The Center offers
businesses a comprehensive approach to safety on
the job. The Center is in the
Martha Layne Collins
Center of Industry and
Technology on Murray
State University's campus.
The Center provides
a comprehensive
approach dealing with
many industrial demands,
such as job assessment,
work& assessment and
work hardening.
A highly trained team of professionals
working with state-of-theart rehabilitation
equipment provides an

array of services with
emphasis placed on
assessment,
education for
prevention of
reinjury,
rehabilitation and
reconditioning for
return to work.

spot problem areas and
make recommendations
to reduce or prevent
injuries_

on the new job. A similar
screening process can
help direct placement of
a person already
employed to a job with
physical requirements
matching the employee's
capability.

Injured Employee
Evaluation

Workplace
Analysis
Workplace
assessment by
professionals from

VVC.
ENH

Disability determination is an assessment
performed to gather
information about an
individual's physical and

JJ
J
33.43
J3JJJW

CEMENT CENTER
Industrial
Consultation

of KENTUCKY
the Center helps employers and employees by
improving the safety of the
work place and
decreasing lost work days
due to repetitive trauma.
On-site ergonomic surveys

C

Preplacement
Screening
Physical screening
of the potential employee
helps to determine if the
person is capable of
performing the physical
tasks demanded of them

omtnunity events

Sports Medicine Symposium
Fnday, June 12,1992
8:00 a.m. - 330 p.m.
Murray State University Auditorium of the Curris Center
Sponsored by Murray-Calloway County Hospital Medical Start
Sanctioned for KY and TN Athletic Trainers and Coaches
Guest Spear Dr. Bruce Woolley who is a noted educator.
researcher and internationally recognized physician. He is
member of the national faculty at the U.S. Sports Academy and
has served on the United States Sports Committee and is
director of Bngham Young University s Drug Control and Drug
Testing Program His appearance at this seminar is made
possible by Pfizer Labs.
Other topics include: Preparticipation Physical Exarrinabon,
Skin Problems of Athletes, Proper Use of Protective Sports
Equipment Conditioning for Female Athletes, On the Reld
Treatment of Sports Iniunes, Rehat4Irtation of MusculariSkeletal
iniunes. Taping and Bracing of Sports Injuries
This seminar will help diabetics learn the causes, prevention and
current treatments for foot problems of the diabetic.
Register before June 9 by sending a $20 check to MCCH
Health Promotion Office, ATTN: Kathie Pierce, 803 Poplar
Street, Murray, KY 42071. For more information call (502)
762-1384.

Miracle Moments
Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the pen natal
classes listed below. Pre-registration is required for all
classesand fees may be paid at the first class.
These classes are part ofa gift package valued at over
$200 which is given to Miracle Moments Prepayment
Plan participants
11 you would like to receive this valuable gift package
and become a prepayment participant stop by the
hospital admitting office for complete details about the
ProgramIf you are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment
participant, you are still welcome to attend the classes at
the fees listed
For class information and pre-registration, call the
Perinatal Education Coordinator at
(502)762-1385.
Pre-register for:
*Prepared Childbirth Class ($35)
Option 1: Mondays,June8, /5.22
!
snd29
Option 2: Thursdays, June 11. 17
.
25and:fuly 2
79p.m
Hospital Education Unit
*Cesarean Birth Class: Wed,June 17, 79pm ($15)
*Parenting Class: Wed.,July 8and 15, 7-9pm ($10)
*Sibling Class: Sat, June 20. 1011 am.(Free)
*Refresher i: Mon.,June /5622.7-9pm ($10)
tioRefresher11: Thurs., June 18625. 7-9pm ($10)
*Post-Partum EttercLse Class ($17)
((.all(502) 162-113910 schedule)
*Prenatal Nutrition ($10)
•
Post-Partum Weight Loss Class (515)
Six iveeks alter you
had your beby or
alter you've slopped breast kseding, you
cari safely begin the three week postpartum weight loss class. The class is
taught by registered dietitians at the
hospital Call(502) 762.153310 schedule
•Pi/track Moments Maternity Unit Tour (Free)
*Miracle Moments Newsletter(Free)
*Miracle Moments Booklet (Free)

based on the injured
worker's specific needs.
The treatment plan
involves the simulation of a
variety of job activities in a
controlled and medically
supervised environment. A
typical schedule of
simulated work is three to
six hours a day, five days a
week.
The goal of the work
hardening program is to
prepare employees to
return to work with the
stamina to carry on a full
day of activity at their
previous job or another
job.

work abilities. Assessment
results help in determining
the return-to-work
potential or disability
rating.

Work Hardening
Following extensive
evaluation and assessment
of an injured worker, a
treatment plan is designed

Assessing the work
site and advising on health
and safety measures is
conducted by a highly
trained team of
occupational health and
safety professionals. A key
element of this program is
to assess the employees'
required postures and
physical demands in
performing a job.

On-site education
programs are offered to
employees for a wide
range of occupational
health and safety issues.

Insurance Coverage
The Work Enhancement Center of Kentucky is
approved and covered by
most medical insurance
pions. Some insurance
plans may require that an
employee receive
approval prior to enrolling
in the program.
"Our services
benefit businesses
because we can help
them prevent injuries and
make employees more
productive and efficient
on the job," says Gregg
Walker a physical therapist
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. "We can
also determine whether an
employee is ready to
return to work after an
injury."
For more
information about the Work
Enhancement Center and
its programs, call (502)
762-3498.

We Lend Support
ALtheirnert Disease Information
Educational Meeting
Tuesday,June 9
"Clinical Drug Trial Opportunities"
By Dr. Kurt Klauburg. Psychiatry and
Neurology of Paducah
430 p.m.
Hospital Board Room

Special Meeting
Wednesday,June 17
"Alzheimer's Update"
By David Wakatein,Ph.D. and
Barbara .1. He,MA. of UK's Alzheimer's
Disease Research Center
3-5 p.m.
Hospitai Education Unk
Contact Cindy Ragsdale.(502)762-1100
or Joretta Randoiph,(502) 753-5561.

Cardiac Support Grow
Tuesday,Ass9
"Cardiac Cathelenzation*
By Mary Linn, RN and MSN. Glace' Specialist
And A Tour ot the MCCH Cath Lab
Hospital Board Room
10 a.m
Contact Shirley Lard).(502)762-1170.

Cancer Support Group
Tuesday,skins 2
Group Support
Tumidly, Awls 16
'Voicing Concerns(
3-4 p.m.
Hospkai PrNals Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose,R.N (502) 762-1389.

Murray Alliance for the Mentally NI
Thursday,June 11
Voicing Conbarns/Succort
By Don Brock, LS.W.
6-8 pm.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Don Eirock LSW, at (502) 762-1107
or I.4etody lAyrand.(502)436-2518
Labywypeng.islM1110 Support Group
Fry,Arne 12
4130 gxm
Hospital PrNala Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingle. RN. or Dore Hopkins.
speech pathologist (502) 762-1100.

Partdrison's Support Group
FrIcisyduris 26
400 p.m.
Hospital Rivals Dining Room
Cat Doe Hopkins, speech pathoiogist. or
Ann in*. RN.. a(502)762.1100

Compassionate Friends
Plumley.June 25
730 p.m.
Hospital Board ROOT
Contact Rebecca Church, Chian.
(502)762-1274

Sereaventent Support Group
Bray Wiscinsedny
910-11 sm.
Hoicks Oflioa,3rd Floor
Contact Nancy Rose, Hospice ()rector.

---jaPRESS
-f
73-18 l'i
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure, pulse,
basic vision and glaucoma
screenings at all of its stops during
the month of June.
A Stool For Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for
$4. This screening detects blood in
the stool.
These screenings are offered to
detect disease in its earliest stages
when there are no symptoms of
disease. If you are experiencing
symptoms, you should see your
physician,
Wednesday, June 3
Fancy Farm
Bank of Fancy Farm
9-1130 a.m.
Dublin
Chapman's Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Thursday, June 4
Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8-11 30 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
Monday. June rBumpus Mills
Farmer and Merchants Bank
9-11 a.m.
Tuesday, June 9
Murray
Weak s Community Center
9-11:30 a.m.--inside
12:30-3 p.m.--outside
Wednesday. June 10
In City
Tr City Grocery
8:30-11:30 a.m.
Lynn Grove
Crawford's Service Station
12.30-3 p
Thursday, June 11
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8-11 30 a m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Monday, June 15
Murray
Post Office
8-11 30 a.m 8 12 30-3 p m.
Tuesday, June 16
Dexter
Community Center
9-11 a.m
Hardin
Public Library
1730-3 p.m.

Wednesday, June 17
New Concord
Bob's Corner
830-11 a.m.
Murray
Olympic Plaza
12:30-3 p.m.
Thursday, June 18
Benton
Lakeland Wesley Village
9-11 a.m.
Aurora
Kenlake State Park
1230-3 P.m.

Monday, June 22
Murray HWY 94E
Duncan's Market
10 a.m.-12 noon
Murray HWY 94E
East Y Grocery
1-3 p.m.
Tuesday, June 23
Whitlock
Johnny Lee s Groce rY
1230-2.30 p.m.
Wednesday, June24
Lynnville
Grocery 8 Grill
8:30-11:30 a m
Thursday, June 25
Murray
Court Square
8-11:30 a.m. 812.30-3 P•m.
Monday, June 29
Draffenville
Ponderosa Parking Lot
9-11.30 a.m. 8 12.30-230 P.m.
Tuesday, June 30
Paris
Wal-Mart
9-11:30 a.m. 8 12.30-210 p.m.

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(502) 762-1100

